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J	 1. INTRODUCTIO'y
Canada's ten million square kilometitrs of land surface .
_y	 necessitates a continuous large mapping {endeavour by the
Topographical Survey Directorate, Survey:,- and Mapping Branch,
Department of Erergy, Mines and Resource3, Ottawa. The uti-
lization. of satellite photography, such as that provided by
8	 LJ
g	 the SKYLAB missions, was considered to be well worth a de-
6
tailed study. The SKYLAB mission provided the opportunity
to investigate satellite imagery with relatively high metric
I^
and resolution qualities for future possible applications in
planimetric mapping at medium and small scales. The main
mapping interests involve the potential usage of SKYLAB
r
	Li	 imagery for new and revision line mapping, photomapping possi-
r
bilities and the application of this photography as control
for conventional high altitude aerial surveys.
- l -
j
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2. TECHNICAL APPROACH AND TASK DESCRIPTION
As a mapping agency responsible for the National Topographic
'I
j	 Mapping Program, the Topographical Survey Directorate, Surveys anti
:i	 Mapping Branch, was primarily interested in conducting research
E	 studies on the SKYLABJEREP photography for various mapping appli-
cations.The formal agreement between NASA and the Department of
Energy, Mines and Resources to undertake this research was presen-
ted in the form of Exhibit "A", Statement of Work for the Investi-
gation of SKYLAB /EREP Data, NASA Headquarters Proposal Registration
No. 558 (see Appendix A). This proposal outlined the provisions
identifying the services, tasks and deliverable products required
of the Principal Investigator, the associated Co--investigators and
their related organizations for the investigation and analysis of
4
SKYLAB/EREP Imagery. Specifically, the Technical Approach of
^I
Exhibit "All proposed to conduct the following studies:
i (1) the determination of ground resolution capabilities of
the S190A system photography;
i (2) the utilization of S190A photography for the production
of planimetric line maps and photomaps at scales of
1:50,000, 1:100,000 and 1:250,000;
(3) the formation of photogrammetric models of the terrain
F	 using stereoscopic satellite photography;
E
j	 (4) the establishment of exterior orientation of analytically
formed models using satellite photography;
(5) the feasibility and accuracy attainable of using analy-
tical aerial triangulation and numerical adjustments
with satellite photography for planimetrie.mapping in
northern Canada where control is sparse.
r^	 3
i
3	 I
.	 In performing these studies, glass ai}d/or film diapositives
were to be produced from both color and b:_ack and white originals.
Photogrammetric mensuration and resolution ► evaluation was to be
F performed on each type of imagery received, with measurements
achieved on comparators and the Analytical Plotter. The maximum
number of models available were to be used for aerial triangulation
and adjustment. The graphical line maps produced were to be
evaluated against available redundant gro •znd control and existing
i larger scale mapping (1:25,000). Photomaps, particularly of the
Canadian hinterlands, were to be produced and evaluated for the
purposes of mapping and map revision. Data from the S192 multi-
spectral scanner was to be co-investigated by the Canada Centre
for Remote Sensing, Department of Energy., dines and Resources.
Li
	
	
The Task Deocriptions as outlined by Exhibit "A" required
that the Principal Investigator should:
--	 (1) assist NASA in mission planning activities related to the .
previously mentioned technical studies as well as provir.e
guidance during 'real time EREP pass planning,-
(2) be responsible for establishing scientific requirements
and/or objectives for the studies being investigated and
participate where required in.the views related to the
-'	 performance operation and data requirements of the inves-
tigation;
li (3) conduct the supporting studies required to complete the
designated investigations and prepare reports for NASA.
f	 describing results and analysis of studies;
(4) be responsible for the reduction, analysis and. interpre-
^k
tation of EREP data as outlived previously.
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3. NARRATIVE HISTORY OF THE INVESTIGATION
As the SKYLAB/EREP missions progressed, it became apparent
that the items listed in Exhibit "A« as part of the Technical
Approach could not fully be realized as originally stated. The
main test area selected for planimetric and aerial triangulation
tests called for a strip of photography with 60% overlap extending
from Windsor, Ontario to Quebec City. Although several earth
sensing passes were attempted over the southern extremities of
Canada during the SL-3 mission, the net result consisted only of
cartographically usable imagery along a short stretch of the
Manitoba-North Dakota boundary and several short passes of 2-5
images in Southern Ontario and in the Bay of Fundy area. The
scheduled pass from Windsor to Quebec City could not be acquired,
initially beca.u:e of the problems resulting from the loss of solar
panel and part of a heat shield and later because of adverse
weather conditions. However, the.several short passes of imagery
-mentioned. were received in the Spring of 1974 and copies of the more
useful . passes were forwarded to the three Co-investigators involved
in the mapping :investigations.
In order to undertake as many as possible of the inirestigations
listed in the Technical Approach of Exhibit "A", the three Co
investigators,`*were assigned research projects supervised by the
Principal Investigator. These Co-investigators, funded by the
ti
it`y 5 --
Topographical. Survey Directorate, were as follows: (1) the Re-
search and Development Section of the Top graphical Survey Direc-
torate, Surveys and Mapping Branch, Department of Energy, Mines
!i
and Resources, Ottawa; (2) the Department of Surveying Engineerirg
of the University of New Brunswick, Fredericton, New Brunswick; ar.d
(3) the Department of Photogrammetry, Universit y Laval, Quebec City,
Quebec. Agreements in the form of official contracts, which specs--
fied that all investigations were to be carried out according to
	
i	
.
i	 Exhibit "A" (Appendix A), were issued to the two outside research
agencies in June 1973. It was not until June 1974, however, that
1	 ^i	 suitable imagery became available to the Co--investigators. Six
separate investigations were performed (see Chapter 4: TECHNIQUES
^ L1	 AND PROCEDURES USED) by the Co--investigators: three quantitative
and three q ualitative studies.
	
r	 The Topographical Survey performed one of the quantitative
assessments -- the determination of the planimetric accuracy of the
S190A photography. This investigation was completed in October
1974. The accuracy attainable for horizontal control points deter-
mined by fully analytically aerial triangulation of SKYLAB S190A
and S190B photography was ascertained by the Co--investigator at the
University of New Brunswick in May 1975. The evaluation of S190A
land S190B photography for the provision of supplementary control
LA
for mapping procedures and the determination of the , accuracy with
which this photography could be used to establish control for high
altitude photography was undertaken by the Co--investigator at Laval
	
€	
University and the results were submitted in July 1975.. --
!	 €o
i
l
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The three qualitative analysis on S1:YLAB S190A and S190B
imagery were also performed by the Topographical Survey Uirectoraye.
These investigations included: (a) the lutercomparison of the
quality of specific cultural detail between three sets of six-
simultaneously taken images from the S190A system; (b) the map
revision potential of S190A and S190B imagery for both urban and
rural-recreational, areas; and (c) the photomapping applications
of SKYLAB imagery. The evaluations were completed in April_ 1975.
Separate Sub.-reports were prepared on each of the six inde-
pendent investigations by the Co-investigators in charge of each
study. The contents of these reports form the substance of the
overall. investigation. Although the quantitative tests were per-
formed by three separate agencies, similarities and consistencies
in final results were obtained as will be shown later (Chapter l2:
GENERAL CONCLUSIONS). Similarity of characteristics was also
apparent in the qualitative tests as will be further shown.
1
1
1
I	 I	 i
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TECHNIQUES AND PROCEDURES USED
In order to follow as closely as possible the specifics of
the agreement of Exhibit "A", Technical Approach and Task Descrip-
tions the following six investigations were carried out by the
Co-ilLvestigators identified in the previous chapter and monitoree
by the Principal. Investigator:
I	 The planimetric accuracy of points determined from
S190A photography was determined from (a) a single
model of third generation, 70mm format, black and
white diapositives, and (b) the same model but fourth
generation, four times enlarged, black and white
diapositives. Mensuration for this determination
was carried out both on the Analytical Plotter AS11A
and the Wild STK-l. Several independent adjustment
prccedures were applied to the data.
II	 Aerial triangulation was performed on several strips
of four models each, twice on a selected black and
white series and once agar. on a colour series of
the S190A system, and also on a colour series of the
S1i0B system. The Zeiss PSK was used for mensuration
in all cases. After adjustment, residual errors were
determined on redundant ground control.
III	 Another independent investigation was s^- t up to eva-
luate S190A and S190B photography for the provision 	 j
of supplementary ground control for mapping procedures,
as well as determine the accuracy with which this photo-
graphy can be used to establish control for high alti-^
tulle aircraft photography. Measurements were performed
on the Wild STK-1 and the adjustments were computed
employing two separate techniques.
IV	 A qualitative Intercomparison was made between three
secs of six-simultaneously taken images from the S190A
camera system. Image quality for specific cultural
detail required for mapping was rated for clarity on
a scale devised by the investigator.	 ^
^: u
L	 I	 l	 !_	 I	 I	 I
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V	 The -nap revision potential of both S190A and S190B
imagery was evaluated for (a) urban areas and (b)
rural-recreational areas. Selected models of both
blac!-, and white and colour imagery were evaluated
using the Wild 8--8 Stereoplot.ter and the Bausch and
Lomb Zoom Transferscope.
VI	 The photomapping applicatioaE^ of both SKYLAB S190A
and S190B were investigated and compared against
F	 photomaps produced from stanciard aerial.phatography
L	 and ERTS imagery at a scale of 1:250,000. Sample
photomaps were produced of a.11 these systems at the
scale of 1:2505000.
As can be seen by the preceeding, the invds'tigation.s even-
j'	 tually undertaken differed somewhat from those originally stipu-
lated in Chapter 2: TECHNICAL APPROACH AND TASK DESCRIPTION.
!Li	 These differences were unavoidable due mainly to the relatively
i^	 small sample of imagery received. The investigation was extended
+	 to include tests on.imagery from the earth terrain camera S190B.
Another primary difference between the oziginally designated
i	 tasks of the Principal Investigator and those actually carried
'	 out was the eventual establishment of another Principal Investi-
gator at the Canada Centre for Remote Seising to complete the
independent study on imagery from the 5192 multispectral scanner.
A separate report on this investigation will be produced by the
; i	Canada Centre for Remote Sensing. Otherwise, the Technical Re--
1	 quirements and Task Description outlined in Exhibit "A" were0
followed as closely as possible and are described In the detailed
chapters on the six separate investigations.
i i
f
^L
i!I
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5. GENERAL REMA:ZKS ON SK.YLAB DATA ACQUISITION
To-conduct the tests originally outlined by Exhibit "A",
the SKYLAB coverage requested included a well controlled strip
extending from Windsor, Ontario to Quebec City. Unfortunately,
this imagery was unattainable. Suitable imagery for the proposed
investigations was not made available until Spring 1974. The
imagery that eventually reached the respective Go-investigators
consisted of several small sets of third and fourth generation
photography forming strips of four to five models each. The
second generation imagery received by the Principal Investigator
was retained and stored In Ottawa at the National Air Photo
Library. Thus, third and fourth generation products, generally
in the form of film diapositives, were produced and forwarded
to the various co-investigators so that individual investigation
would not be further delayed. Orbital information associated
with the actual imagery was quite complete.
Although pre-flight scientific specifications for the re-
spective cameras were made available to the Principal Investigator,
very little actual precise camera calibration data, necessary for
analytical photogrammetric work, was available as the experimenta-
tions began. A number of assumptions regarding calibration were
made in order to get the investigations underway. These various
assumptions and their implications to the experimental data
acquired are separately reported for each investigation. On the
whole, subsequent receipt of Pre-flight Baseline Data of the
^G
L^ .. 10 -
system proved most of the assumptions to be relatively valid.
However, a precise definition of the pas--tion of the p.hotogrammetric
principal point was one factor which remained quite uncertain.
It must be noted that NASA was very prompt in forwarding
available SKYLAI3 literature and information at all times. Unfor-
tunately, most of these data, although informative and useful in
many aspects, were not sufficient to furnish the complete precise
I
camera data essl?ntial for analytical photogrammetric studies.
A detailed list of the actual imagery and complementary SKYLAB/
EREP data employed in each separate investigation will be included
a	 I
in the respective summaries of the six individual studies.
f^
Jf	 6. IITVESTIGATIOIT I: DETERMINATION OF PI.ANIMETRIC ACCURACY OF
POINTS ESTABLISHED ON SKYLAB S190A PHOTO--
^. I	 GRAPHY
.J	 6.1 Technical. Approach and Task Descrip ion
The objecti ge of this investigation was to determine the
planimetric accuracy of supplementary control points on photo-
Li	 graphy from the SKYLAB S190A Camera system. Similarity and
projectivity transformations were performed on data derived
from observations on the Wild STK-1 of fourth generation en-
largedphotography as well as on third generation small scale
f	 70mm diapositives. Three dimensional transformations were also
i
applied to both sets of data.
i 6.2 Photography used for Investigation I
Two sets of photo material were selected for the investi--
gation: (a) third generation, 70mm format, black and white
jj	 diapositives of photos 314 and 315 of roll #47, Orbit 52 dated
21 September 1973 and (b) fourth generation approximately 4X
enlarged black and white diapositives of the above exposures.
1
I	 The photo pair was selected from camera station number 5 because
it had the best estimated ground resolution of the 6 stations,
LJ with an expected resolution. of 30 to 3$ -meters. The selected
photo pair forms a model covering a large area of northeastern
Nova Scotia and part of New Brunswick. Approximately one-third
^i
ir.
I
12 -
of the image arEa of each photo is water (Bay of Fundy) and the
land area is heEvily forested, especially on the New Brunswick
side. The effects of these features combine to make very dark
appearing diapositives but with adequate density and contrast to
allow reasonable point identification and mensuration.
The dapping and Charting Establishment (M.C.E.) of the
Canadian Armed Forces aided in the mensuration work in this in-
vestigation. Photogrammetric quality tests, performed by M.C.E.
(see attached M.C.E. Report Appendix B.4), showed pockets of
residual parallex at the completion of relative orientation.
M.C.E. was the only agency that performed an optical--empirical
relative orientation on the photography.
6.3 History of Investigation I; Discussion of Techniques arid Fro-
cedures
The preparation for the mensuration was carried out entirely
on the enlarged diapositives and paper'prints of these diapositives.
Thirty-five (35) well distributed photo--identifiable road inter-
sections were selected on each photo, with approximately half of
these points being common to both photographs. Attempts to trans-
fer these identities to the 1.50,400 map sheets obtained for the
co-ordinate derivation proved impossible in many instances as
several road systems were non.-existent on the available map sheets.
The reverse process was then applied wherein the identities on the
map sheets were transferred to the photos and diapositives. This
,was a time consuming and not entirely successful procedure, as, in
order to maintain good point distribution, some less than--well-
defined intersection transfers had to be accepted. A total of
it
I.I	 - 13 -
4
forty--seven
	 (47)	 road intersections were finally chosen with thirty-
j'. one	 (31) of these points appearing on Phz,to 314, thirty-f-ive	 (35)
on photo 315 ant nineteen (19) 	 appearing in the common overlap.
(See Appendix B,3 for identification of these point's.)	 Ground
control co-ordinates were derived by rower measurements. (Appendix
B.3-a), Since grid sizes vary according to the date and method of
printing the map sheets, no map derived co-ordinates could be
assumed to be bE:tter than ±20 meters.
j	 Two photogrammetric instruments were used on the project:
i a. The Analytical. Plotter AS11A (M.C.B.) performed a computer-
assisted optical--empirical relative orientation. The output
of this instrument was model point co-ordinates of the 4X
enlarged, 24" focal length, diapositives.
b. The STK-1 of the Topographical Survey Directorate provided
plate co-ordinates of both the 70mm,6" focal length, and 4X
enlarged,24" focal length materials.
The original assignment was to perform both Similarity anal
Projectivity transformations to STK-1 data obtained from observa-
tions on 4X enlarged diapositives. Nine to twelve peripheral
points were chosen en each photo, with the remaining points used
as check points. This requirement was later expanded to include
a similar procedure using the very* small scale 70mm diapositives;
and also to include 3-Dimensional transformations on both sets of
data.
The data derived from all sources were processed as follows:
a. Data of Analytical Plotter AS11A (see Appendix B.4)
t
_i.
i
n
I'
3-Dimensional transformation of 4X enlarged, 2.4"
focal length material only. The Program used to f
perform the transformation was the well-known Shut
Strip Polynomial Adjustment of the National Research 	 i
Council of Canada.
b. Data of the STK-1 (the original and enlarged formats were
I
i`
^I
i
f
{
-	
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processed separately).
(1) 2--Dimensional Similarity tran:formations to reliable
ground control.
(2) 2-Dimensional Projecti.vity transformations to reliable
ground control.
(3) 2-Dimensional, 9-Point Similarity transformations to
peripheral control selected from reliable points.
(4) 2-Dimensional, 9-Point Projectivity transformations to
peripheral control.
(5) 3.-Dimensional transformations to reliable control,.
The data for the Similarity and Prcjectivity transformations
was provided by employing programs developed by the Research and
Development Section of the Topographical Survey Directorate, and
the 3-Dimensional transformation was computed by using the Stutt-
gart Adjustment Program PAT-M--43.
A summary of the final results of the above transformations
is shown in Appendices B.1--b and B.1--c together with the pre-
adjustment corrections applied (Appendix: B.1-a).
Each adjustment was performed using the normal procedure at
Topographical Surveys of including- ' the apparent reliable ground
control paints until an optimum solution Is found. 'The criteria
for rejection or inclusion is-based entirely upon the magnitude
of the residuals following each trial adjustment.
6.4 Ground Truth Activities of Investigation I
All ground control coordinates were map-derived from existing
topographical maps of scale 1:50,000. These coordinates are known
to be no better than ±'40 meters.
6.5 Problems Encountered during Investigation I
At the beginning of this project, very little precise cali-
bration data with respect to the S190A camera system was known.
Therefore, in order to get the project underway, a number of
assumptions were made. These assumptions, together with the avai-
lable hard data furnished by NASA,were as follows:
as Focal length, 70mm format - six inches
Focal length,4X enlarged format - 24 inches
b. Flying height - 425 kilometers or 264 miles. This height
was derived from the orbital information on the pass.
co Photo scale 70mm format - 1:2,800,000 approximately
Photo scale enlarged format - 1:700,000.approxi.mately
d. Lens distortion - assumed nil
e. Reseau origin -- assumed co-incident with principal point
f. Atmospheric refraction - assumed nil
g. Film distortion - assumed nil.
Subsequent receipt of SKYLAB Pre-flight Baseline Data of this
system proved the assumptions to be reasonably valid. The maximum
i
i
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lens distortion was 0.8pm, calibrated reseau intersections correc
to 1^tm, and an effset of the optical axis with respect to the cen,_re
reseau intersection was 7um in X and 16uu. in Y.
As mentioned in Section 6.3 on the History of .Investigation I,
there were also problems involved in the identification and trans-
ferral'of reliatle road intersections fQr ground control both from
photo to map anG map to photo. However, after considerable delay,
forty-seven points were established for observation.
6.6 Discussion of the Results of lnvestl. ation Y
The results of the adjustments outlined in Section 6.3 indi-
cated immediately that certain anomalies contained in Photo 314 of
the small scale 70mm, 6" focal length diapositives could not be re-
solved by the 2--Dimensional transformations (Appendix B.1-b).
The Projectivity (8-parameter) solution was significantly
better than the Similarity (9--parameter) solution but large resi-
duals, especially at the non-used control points, remained.
The 3-Dimensional transformations again produced inferior re-
sults from the small scale 70mm photography but achieved particu-
larly good solutions using the enlarged diapositives - especially
in the PAT-M-43 adjustment where the model was formed numerically
from comparator observations (Appendix B.l--c). The slightly in-
ferior results of the Analytical Plotter tests could be attributed
to its inability, to measure directly to one micron and the optical-
analytical method of model.formation. In both cases, it was signi-
ficant that only a very small number of the common model points
were withheld from contributing to either solution and in the case 1
I
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of the Analytical Plotter adjustment, no,.-reliable horizontal control
points were withheld and only one vertical point was unused.
Error distribution throughout all adjustments appeared to be
of a systematic nature with the largest deviations occuring at
check-points near the edges of the photographs. Photo 314 showed
the greater deviations.
The final horizontal positional errors of the adjustments were'
reduced to the 3isplacement in inches at map scale of 1:250,000 and
assigned a tentative map classification to each under NATO Circular
Map Accuracy Standards. While recognizing that the classification
assigned could only be approximate, this method provided a reasonable
indicator of planimetrie accuracy achieved (Appendix B.2).
On the.whole, these adjustment results indicated several broad
points:
a. Reliability of planimetric assessment could only be good
on photos containing an adequate number of well-distributed,
well-identified ground points. Reliability would decrease
in remote areas having less well--defined map detail.
b. Instrument operators adapted quickly to observation of
small scale photography as used in this investigation.
co Enlargements to approximately 4K format offered the best
mensuration possibilities which in part accounted for the
better results achieved.
d. The 3-Dimensional transformations from the 4X enlargement
provided the best overall results.
6.7 Conclusion to Investigation Ir	 -
r^
i The results obtained indicate that photo products from the
S190A system. are capable of satisfying planimetric accuracy re-
quireitents at scales of 1:250,000 and smaller. In the case of
the 3-dimensional adjustment of the enlarged model, 1:50,000
,	 f_1 planimetric accuracy requirements were satisfied. These results
were obtained from only a single model, but they lead one tc be-
lieve that, given well-distributed, well-identified ground control,
4X enlarged diapositives, and good calibration data, planimetric
accuracies adequate for Class B 1:50,000 mapping (NATO Specifica-
tions) are obtainable. Note that generally superior results were
I	 obtained from the 4X enlarged diapositives. The 2-dimensionali
,.	 I
adjustments did not account for the relatively large, systematic
	
L1	 error input of photo 314. This points up the difficulty of
1
assessing photography with such anomalies in areas that have little
jor no reliable ground control.
I_!
	 6.8 Recommendations from Investigation I
I
1. The method of adjustment to ground control of imagery
i	 from the S190A camera sys tem or future similar systems should be
i	 {	 ^
i	 in 3-Dimensional from analytically formed independent models.
I R. Prior to any future space missions incorporating satel-
lite photography, a method of targetting of known ground control
_	 l	 ' points should he devised. Such a method could take the form of
the parabolic mirror system which was employed with the ERTS
photography or a type of optical targe'tting using high powered
1	 ..
Laser beams and prisms.
t
i
I	 7.1 Technical Approach and Task Description
The objective of this investigation was to ascertain the
accuracy attainable for horizontal control points determined by
	
1	
aerial triangulation with the SKYLABfEREP S190 system photography.
i
A fully analytical procedure was employed for the aerial triangu-
lation. The following items were computed and included in the
	
t l
	 analysis: standard error of the observations; accuracy of the
j	 relative orientation; root mean square error of the model coor-
dinates; standard deviation of unit weight of the adjustment; the
	
}I
	 fitting accuracy to the ground control; and the root mean square
error of discrepancies at check points. Four separate strips of
	
j}	 photography were investigated.
7.2 Photography used for Investigation I1:
The four strips of photography used in this investigation
were as follows
a. Strip Z and 2
Mission: 3, Sensor: S190A, Orbit.. 52, Flight Date: 9/21173
Roll 47, Pan--X Black and Wlli e, Frames: 312, 313, 314, 315,
316
- Roll. 46 1 Aerial. Colour, Frames: 312, .313, 314, 315, 316
l^
L,
iI
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The geographic location of the coverage is Southern New Brunswick.
Bay of Fundy and North-Western Nova Scotia in Canada. The approx:_-
mate scale of the photos is 1:2,774,000.
b. Strip 3
Mission: 3, Sensor: S190A, Orbit: 14, Flight Date: 8/5173
L	
- Roll 23, Ian--X Black and White, Frames: 183, 184, 185, 186
The geographic location of the coverage is South Eastern Michigan,
U.S.A. and SoutT, Western Ontario,, Canada. The approximate scale
of the photographs is 1:2,861,000.
r_	 Strip 4
Mission: 3, Sensor: S190B
., Orbit: 14, Flight Date: 8/5/73
- Roll 83, Aerial Colour, Frames : - 149, 150 7 151, 152, 153
The geographic location of the coverage is South-Eastern Michigan,
U.S.A. and Sout:i-Western Ontario, Canada. The approximate scale
of the photographs is 1:955,000.
7.3 History of Investigation 11; Discussion of Techniques and
Procedures
The investigation of the four strips was performed in the
order listed in Section 7.2: Photography used in investigation II.
A large number of points was selected and marked on each
strip. The image coordinates of these points were measured in a
Zeiss PSK stereocomparator under 8 times magnification. The mea-
sil-re-ments. of Strip.1 (Roll .47) and Model 1856 of Strip 3 (Roll 23)
were performed in two independent sets. Appendix C.1 lists the
s tandard error of one measurement as computed from the double mea-
surements.
jj
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Next, independent models were formed in each strip with the
Analytical Stril• Triangulation Program N3C.-34 of the National Re-
search Council of Canada. Correction was applied for earth curva-
ture and atmospheric refraction. All points measured in a parti-
cular stereo pair were included in the relative orientation. The
accuracy of the model formation is indicated by the standard errors
of the intersec`_ion of corresponding rays, which were computed from
the residual pa^allaxes after relative orientation, (Appendix C.2).
The maximum values for the residual parallaxes are also listed.
Finally, the models were assembled into strips and subjected.
to rigorous simultaneous adjustment to ground control points. The
Stuttgart Adjustment Program PAT-11 43 was employed for this purpose.
Two sets of control points were used for the adjustment of
Strip 1 (Roll 47). The first set conta:.ned 43 points distributed 	
i
3
over the entire strip and the second set consisted of nine points
with a band of three points being located at the beginning, the
middle and at the end of the strip.. St •ip 2 (Roll 46) was adjusted
only with the nine control point configuration. Two of the models
In each strip were also adjusted separately. In each case four
control points were employed.
Strip 3 (Roll 23) was adjusted with six ground control points,
with a band . of three points being located in the first and.the last
model.. Two of the models were also adjusted separately with four
control points each.
Strip 4 (Roll 83) was adjusted with niue'control points, with
IJ
t
a band of three points located at the beginning, the middle and at
L7
1
the end of the strip. All models were also adjusted separately. with
1	 four control points each, y
^^	 a
At all points that were not used for the adjustment, the dis-
crepancies were formed between the map coordinates and the photo-
grammetrically determined coordinate values and then the root mear 	 i
square error (RISE) of-the discrepancies was computed. Points which
showed a discrepancy larger than three times the RMSE were rejected
and excluded from the computation of the final. RMSE value. Appen-
dix C.3 lists for each test case the total number of check points
available, the number of points rejected and the RMSE of the X anc:
Y coordinates at ground scale in meters and at image scale in
millimeters.
The following additional statistical tests were performed and
are listed in Appendix C.4;
- Root mean square error of all model points, i.e. transfer points,
perspective centres and control points. This value represents
the internal accuracy of the model or strip.
- Standard deviation of a model coordinate with unit weight.
-- The fitting accuracy , which is the root mean square error of tb2
differences between the given value of a ground coordinate used
for the adjustment and the transformed photo coordinate of the
same point after adjustment.
7.4 Ground Truth Activities of Investigation 11
3
3
No field measurements were conducted in this project. The
coordinates of the ground control points were measured on topographic
maps in a coordinatograph. For Strips 1 and 2 the maps scale was	 i
1:50,000. For Strips 3 and 4, 1:24,000 scale maps were used over
Michigan and 1:25,00.0 scale maps over Ontario. Road intersections
outside densly populated areas and prominent points along the coast-
line and shore-line were selected as control points.
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7.5 Problems Er countered during Investigation 11
It was discovered that the calibrat:_on data of the S190A camara
system, as published in the " Sensor Performance Report MSC-05528
'I
f	 (SL2), Vol. 1, :1 .2 Geometric Distortion Evaluation", were not useable
for defining thea various image refinement parameters, customarily
employed in ana lytical photogra :ametry, for the following reasons:
The calibration of the lenses for radial and tangential distortion
^i	 was performed with a different lens-reseau configuration, than the
one used in flight.
F
- The image coordinates of the principal point were not provided.
The principal point of autocollimati.on specified in "Skylab in-
strumentationCalibration Data, Vol. TV, MSC -07744, Revision B,
Table 2 . 4.3" is not equivalent to the principal point as used in
photogrammetry. The former is "the image formed by the camera
is
I	 lens when a parallel pencil of rays, which in object space is
perpendicula: to the image plane, enters at the exterior perspec-
tive centre", while the latter is defined as "the foot of the
perpendicular from the interior perspective centre to the image
plane".
I. 	
h",
 - The calibrated value of the principal distance is specified to
the nearest 0.001 inches, (Report MSC- 07744, Review B, Table
2.4.3.) which is equivalent to 25 Km. This accuracy is generally
6
inadequate for precise analytical photogrammetric work.
Consequently, it was impossible to correct the measured image
coordinates for radial and tangential lens distortion and for de-
^► 	 formation of the emulsion base; the measured image coordinates had
to be referenced to the centre reseau mark rather than to the prin-
cipal distance used in the computations is questionable. These
24 -
factors, no doubt, affected the internal accuracy of the triangula-
tion.
The main problem encountered during the investigation of the
i
5190B photography was in determining the exact location of the
principal. point. This camera has only two fiducial marks and the
origin of the image coordinate system had to be established by the
intersection of the frame diagonals. The location of the principal
point was then defined with reference to this system in accordance
with the data given in the calibration report.
It was rather inaccurate to define the principal point in
this manner since the frame corners were somewhat rounded and could
not be measured accurately. This was es p ecially true of the corner
where the clock data block was located. This difficulty could have
been eliminated by manufacturing the camera with four standard
fiducial marks on the focal plane frame.
7.6 Discussion of the Results of Investigation Il
With reference to Appendix C.1, the precision of the measure--
meats can be regarded as excellent, considering that natural fea-
tures were observed. It should be emphasized, however, that this
value indicated the precision by which the same spot was located
twice In the same model. A more critical and difficult part of the
data acquisition was to locate the same point in a neighbouring
model and to correlate the image points with the map points.
With. reference to Appendix C.2, the accuracy of the relative
orientation was satisfactory and corresponded to expectations based
on the precision of the measurements.. The -results obtained for the
four strips are rather similar.
13	 '
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	 The results shown in Appendix C.4 proved that the internal
accuracy of the strip was very good and compared favourably with
accuracies attainable with conventional aerial photography. The
largest values for the RMSE of model points and the standard de-
viation of unit weight occurred in Strip 2 (Roll 46). The accuracy
unproved in Strips 1 and 3 and the smallest errors were obtained in
Strip 4 (Roll 83). The varying accuracy of point identification
is the probable explanation for these varying results.
The terrain shown in Strips l and 2 is largely forest covered
and easily identifiable features were in short supply. A bluish
haze was evident on the colour photographs of Strip 2, which dime-
wished the contrast somewhat and decreased the resolution of the
image. Strips 3 and 4 on the other hand covered mainly open ter-
rain and urban areas, with a dense road pattern, so that the se-
lection of easily identifiable targets was no problem. The high
resolution of the 9190E photographs of Strip 4 further improved
the identification accuracy.
The adjustment of the strips to ground control proved satis-
factory in all cases.
Appendix C.3 indicated that the RMSE of the coordinates at
check points ranged from 12 pm to 31 pm at the scale of the image.
Such results can be regarded as excellent, considering the fact
that all control and check points were natural features and that
3
	the ground coordinates were obtained from 1:50,000 and 1:24,000
	
i
topographical man sheets. Under the circumstances, errors of 20
to 25 meters could have easily occurred in the identification of
points and some of the ground coordinates could be in error by as
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UU much as 10	 }stn at the scale of the image.	 No doubt,	 the results
' could have been improved by more stringent point selection, by de-
visiug some form of targeting for the points	 (such as parabolic
Pmirrors) and by employing ground survey techniques for the deter-
,p minatiou of the ground control.
7.7 Conclusion of Investigation 11
As expected, Strip 3 (Roll 23) showed the best results since
it was taken with the metric camera system. Most points selected
were easily identifiable and the ground control data was more re-
liable because of the larger scale maps available in this area.
At ground scale, however, Strip 4 had the highest accuracy. Ap-
parently, the larger scale image provided by the S190B camera has
more than offset the lower precision of the internal geometry.
From a practical point of view, these results were the most signi-
ficant since it proved that it is possible to establish ground cc-,-
trot coordinates with an accuracy of 15 to 20 meters with space
photography. It should also be noted that Strip 4 covered a large
area of 200 km by 110 km and was controlled by only nine ground
points.
With reference to Appendix C.3, the results obtained indica-
ted that both the S190A and S190B Camera Systems are capable of
satisfying certain NATO planimetric accuracy standards. Strip 4
(S190B) yielded the best results in that the requirements for
1:250,_000 Class A specifications were far exceeded as well as Class
B specifications for 1:50,000 mapping. Strip 3 (S190A, 0.6-0.7 }gym,
3
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Black and White) also exceeded the accuracy requirements for Class A
1:250,000 mapping and bordered on those for Class B 1:50,000 stan-
dards, Strips 1 and 2, with slightly inferior results still met the
specifications for planimetric accuracies of Class A mapping at
scales of 1:250,000.and smaller.
7.$ Recommendations from Investigation III
1. A more comprehensive investigation of aerotriangulati:ou
with space photography should be considered in future satellite
missions. Systematic uninterrupted photo coverage of large areas
of the North-American continent at 60% or 80% overlap should be
planned for this purpose to permit the triangulation of large blocks
of photographs.
2. A long focal length, large format metric camera is more
suitable for aerotriangulation than a short focal length multi-
spectral cameras therefore such an instrument should be part of any
future space photography mission.
3. Four standard fiduci.al marks should be established in
future satellite camera systems to allow for better calibration
conditions and a more precise means of establishing the principal
points of the photographs.
4. A study should be conducted to devise some feasible method of
targetting ground control points.
t
i
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t^	 8. INVESTIGATIO:1 III: THE POTENTIAL OF EMPLOYING SKYLAB[EREP
PHOTOGRAPHY AS CONTROL FOR HIGH ALTITUDE
AIRCRAFT PHOTOGRAPHY
as
8_1 Teehnical Annroach and Task Descrintion
U ci
T1ie main objective of this investigation was to determine the:
utility of SKYLAB photography in achieving the maximum possible
accuracy for establishing control for either 1:50,000 or 1:100,000
Y a
scale maps. Various approaches which might improve the accuracy
were investigated such as: (a) the correction of systematic image
errors; (b) the use of imagery from more than one channel of the
S190A multispectral camera-system; (c) the incorporation of SKYLAB
i
orbital parameters as a camera positioning device in a bundle
adjustment; (d) the combination of several strips or blocks of
high altitude aircraft photography with SKYLAB photography; and.
(e) the use of several combinations of available ground control
for an adjustment of the photography.
8.2 Photography Used for Investigation III
TI
The following groups of SKYLAB photography were employed for 	 1
the investigation:
dz
a. Sensor S190A, Orbit 52, Rolls 47 (312-316) and Rolls 48 (312-
.
r	 316). These photographs covered an area of the Atlantic
^a p,	 1
B 4	 1Li	
provinces, Canada.
b. Sensor S190A, Orbit 14 5 Rolls 23 (183--186) and Rolls 24 (183--
186). These photographs covered the area of Lake Saxnt«Clair
i
i
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aand Windsor, Ontario in Canada and parts of the States of
l	 Michigan Ohio and Pennsylvania.in the U.S.A.
High altitude photography consisting of a block of four
I._	 strips of six lhotographs each and covering an aria in the State
i	 of Michigan was available for test purposes. These photographs
^.I
had been taken in conjunction with the LANDSAT-1 mission and had
the following specifications:
-- An RC-10 camera with a 6 inch focal length. The film type
was aerochrome infrared 2443 with a bandwidth of 0.510 - 0.990ttm.
The photography* was flown 15 October 1972 at an altitude of 19.8
kilometers above mean sea level.
8.3 History of 'Investigation ZIT; Discussion of Techniques and
Procedures
The first step in the procedure was the establishment of
sufficient ground control and pass points necessary to carry out
the invest.igat°_on. Intersections of roads and highways were
chosen in most cases and care was taken to insure that common
points, identifiable on both the SKYLAB S190A and high altitude
photography involved, were obtained. The coordinates of the
ground control points were determined from published 1:25,000
(Canada) and 1:24,000 (U.S.A.) map sheets. The points were then
transferred to the photography using a Wild PUG instrument equip-
pad with a 40Km drill, which was considered to be more suitable
for high altitude photography like SKYLAB imagery than the larger
standard 60pm drill.
as
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Por each SKYLAB photograph, the coordinates of the nine reseau
crosses and all other points required in the investigation were
measured on the Wild STK-1. A computer grogram, STKREDUC, was
written at the Department of Photogrammei.ry of the Universite Laval
to average the measured coordinates, reduce them to the centre of
gravity of the photograph and obtain the standard deviations of
.z
the measurements.	 The same technique was applied to the high alti-
tude photography employing the eight fiduci.als. Systematic errors
in image coordinates due to film deformation., lens distortion and
t refraction were researched individually and appropriate computer
programs Were developed at Universite Laval to apply corrections
for these errors (Appendix D.1).
After all the corrections were applied to the image coordinates,
strip coordinates of the same points were obtained using a program
previously written at Laval Universite. This program was adapted
for this investigation_ to accept as input corrected image coordinates
when either reseau (S190A) or fiducial marks (high altitude) were
Incorporated. Schut t s program from the National Research Council,
Canada, was used to adjust the strip coordinates. This program uses
a third degree polynomial transformation in the adjustment of photo-
grammetric strips and blocks.
Strips 23 and 24 of the SKYLAB S190A photography were adjusted
separately and then both rolls were combined and adjusted as one
block. To maximize the effect of ground control, the ground coor-
dinates of all image points were given as control and the residuals
at each point determined. it was then thought that a strip of three
S3.9aA models might cover an area too large to be adjusted by a
k
a
E	 polynomial trans:ormation, so the block was broken down and each
roll was adjusted using either one, two or three models.
The four high altitude photography strips were also adjusted
using Schut's program: first each strip separately, and subsequer.t-
`ty all four strips combined to form one block. Again, the ground
coordinates for all image points were used as control.
After the separate adjustments had been performed on the S190A
and high altitude photography, further adjustments were carried olit
combining one SKYLAB model from each of the two rolls with either
one, two, three or all four models of a high altitude strip. Again
the ground coordinates of all the image points were used as control.
Since the use of all the image points as control does not cor-
respond to practical applications, the previous tests were repeated
employing only a necessary minimum of well distributed ground control
points for either the SKYLAB or high altitude photography. For the
first. test (Case 1) on a single S190A model, only twelve (12) con-
trol points were used in the adjustment and the ground coordinates
of all the other image points were calculated. The residuals were
quite large so the adjustment (Case 2) was repeated with an additional
ten (10) control points. The four high altitude strips were also
adjusted independently (Case 3) holding only twenty--six (25) points
as control..
Again the SKYLAB and high altitude photography Caere combined
with a minimum amount of control. The first combination adjustment
(Case 5) of this type incorporated 12 control points for the 5190A
model, 22 for the high altitude strip and 14 points as common to
both. A final combined adjustment (Case 5) was performed using the
same data with an additional 31 high altitude points as control..
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Although Cie above adjustments produced valuable information,
it had been fel= from the beginning of the investigation that a
bundle method of adjustment would be a more suitable type of adjL.st-
meet for SKYLAB and high altitude photography. However, due to a
lack of time and funds it was not possible to complete this aspect
of the investigation.
A computer program AERTRING was written at Universite Laval
to incorporate data from SKYLAB and high altitude photography into
a bundle adjustment. The approximate coordinates of the SKYLAB
camera station were obtained employing the orbital parameters.
Again strips 23 and 24 of the S190A camera system were adjusted
separately and later combined into one adjustment. In both cases
the ground coordinates of all image points ^:ete given as .)bserva--
Lions and weights were applied both to the ground and image coor-
dinates.
AERTRING was used again to adjust a single SKYLAB model in-
corporating twenty-six (26) control points as observations.
Approximate values for the camera station coordinates wer e obtained
from the previous adjustment and twenty--two (22) pass points were
assumed as unknowns. This test was repeated combining one strip
of high altitude photography with the SKYLAB model (Appendix D.3).
8.4 Ground Truth Activities of Investigation Ill
Published topographic map sheets were used to obtain the
ground coordinates for the adjustment of the aerial triangulation
and for the checking of the output results. In Canada, topographic
II
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maps at the scale of 1:25,000 and in the U.S., maps at the scale of
^t	 1:24,000 were available for the areas covered by both the SKYLAB
and high altitude photography. American standards require. that the
horizontal accuracy of 90% of the well defined map points be plotted
correctly within f0.5mm which would correspond to t12 and 12.5 meters
1
.1	 on the ground for 1:24,000 and 1:25,000 Scale maps.
The Universal Transverse Mercator (U.T.M.) ground coordinates
..1	
were measured to an accurac y of W.lmm. The vertical coordinates
were obtained by visual interpolation of contours. It was felt that
i.^
for this investigation, a higher measuring accuracy was not justified
due to the possibility of expansion and shrinkage of the map sheets.
Because of the large area covered by the SKYLAB photography, in
which two zones were crossed, it was felt that the U.T,M. coordinate
system was not suitable for aerial trianTulation in this investiga-
tion. Consequently, all U.T.M. coordinates were transformed to the
i
Secant plane coordinate system adopted by the U.S. Coast and Geodetic
Survey. This system is a local three diaensional orthogonal system
in which the Z--coordinate is equivalent to the combination of eleva-
tion and earth curvature.
8.5 Problems Encountered during Investigation III
The original plan was to extend the investigation to include
imagery from the SKYLAB S190B, terrestrial camera as -well as from
the S190A system. However, the S190B was not considered metric in
the photogrammetric sense because its image frame was part of a
removable magazine which prevented the exact positioning of the
principal point, and it employed a focal_ plane shutter.
.3
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The choice of ground control points for the investigation
presented a very tiring task. Many of the road intersections
visible on SKYLAB photography did not exist on the corresponding
map sheets. The reverse condition was also present in that well
1
E`
	
	 defined map sheet intersections were not visible on SKYLAB photo-
graphs. The large scale differences involved, indicated by the
fact that one SKYLAB photograph of 70mm format covered the same
'l
area as 54 high altitude photography and approximately 250 map
sheets, also presented problems in point identification. However,
as shown by Table 8.1, sufficient points were finally gathered.
;-	 Table 8.1 Number of points in both SKYLAB and high
altitude (H.A.) photography.
j
Photography Involved Points in H.A. Points in SKYLAB Common Points Sum
H.A.	 Strip #1 11 18 29
H.A.	 Strip #2 17 21 38
H.A.	 Strip #3 19 16 35
H.A.	 Strip #4 19 20 39
SKYLAB 3 Models/Strip 62 65 127
SKYLAB 2 Models/Strip 57 65 122
SKYLAB 1 Model/Stri.p 24 62 86
The final major problem •encountered arose in the section of
the investigation which dealt with aerial triangulation by bundle
adjustment. Limited time and money prevented the entire completion
of this aspect of the study at present time but it i.s hoped that
further investigations will be carried out in the future.
$.'6 Discussion of the Results of Investigation "III
In. the stu.di:e,s carried out to correct the systematic- errors
of the image point coordinates, it was discovered that film
re	 n++
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deformation for both SKYLAB and high alt:tude photography could
k
reach more than i10um and it was necessai:y to correct for this
deformation by E. method such as. the one described at Appendix
D.I. For SKYLAB photography, the errors due to lens distortion
were very small and could be ignored but for the high altitude
photography, po:.ynomial.corrections (Appendix D.1) were applied..
Refraction erro::s were also insignificant for SKYLAB imagery but
were applied to the high altitude photography (see Appendix D.1).
Perhaps. the most significant results of this investigation
were those arising from the analytical aerial triangulation adjust--
meats of the imagery involved in the study. The first group of
adjustment results were those obtained using Schut's third degree
polynomial transformation approach.
The results obtained from polynomial adjustments of Strips
23 and 24 of the SKYLAB data, each as single strip . adjustments
and later combined to form a block, ar.d holding the ground co -
ordinates of all image points as control, are shown at Appendix
D.2--a. These results indicated that there were no significant
differences in the standard deviations when the -rolls were
adjusted separately, combined as a block or even at a later
stage when single mad.els in a strip were adjusted independently-
The average values of the standard deviations were 33 meters in
X, 46.5 meters in Y and 128 meters in z expressed in ground:
values.
The polynomial adjustment results of the four high altitude
strips, both as separate strip adjustments and subsequently com-
bined as a block, are shown at Appendix D.2-c and yielded standard
1
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deviations rangii^.g from ±7 meters to *23 meters in X and Y and
±3 meters to i-7 ueters in Z. The ground : oordinates of all
image points were used as control.
ii
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The combination of one SKYLAB model with either one, two,
three, or four high altitude strips into the polynomial adjust-
meat offered no significant improvement in the planimetric or
height accuracie:a (Appendix D.2-d) due probably to the fact
that again all ground coordinates were used as control.
Several of the polynomial adjustments were repeated with
fewer control points (Appendix D.2--e) as described previously
in Section 8.3. Case 1, which employed only 12 control points
on a SKYLAB model, yielded a very large o z and the addition of
10 extra control points (Case 2) into the adjustment led to a
significant improvement in both planimetic and vertical accu-
racies. The polynomial adjustment performed on the high alti-
tude photography, employing only 26 points as ground control
(Case 3), yielded, as was to be expected . higher residuals than
in the case where all image points were helot as control. The
combination of three high altitude strips with two SKYLAB models
using only 12, 22, and 14 control points for SKYLAB, high alti-
tude and common points respectively, resulted in a slight improve-
me-at of both the planimetric and height accuracies of the SKYLAB
models (Case 4). Another strip of high altitude photography azyd
31 additional high altitude control points were added to the
combined adjustment and, as shown by Appendix D.2-e, there were
I
no significant differences in accuracies between Case 4 and
Ej	 Case 5.
I
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i Aerial triangulation by bundle adjustment	 (see Section 8.3)	 _
was performed on portions of the SKYLAB aad high altitude photo-
graphy employing program ABRTRING. 	 In the first test, where one
'' model of each of the two SKYLAB rolls was adjusted separately and
^.' a d
later both were combined, the maximum differences between the co-
ordinates of the SKYLAB camera station obtained from the adjust-
ment and those obtained from the orbital parameters were only 2.3;
1.0 and 5.2 kilometers respectively for X, Y and Z. 	 The.planimetric
and vertical accuracies of the SKYLAB model improved over the poly-
f` nomial transformation adjustments with the average 6 x = 8m, ay =
t' 18m and a	 = 18m (Appendix D.3-a).	 However,
	
again all image points
z
_9. were used for control.
The second bundle adjustment carried out on a single SKYLAB
model using only 26 control points as observations and the appro-
';. -T ximate coordinates of the camera station obtained from the pre-
9 vious adjustment, gave much poorer results than the first set of
bundle adjustments with an especially huge error in Z.	 When the
same test was repeated with an additional high altitude strip,
the accuracies were somewhat improved (Appendix D.3-b) with a 	 j
F t a, and a	 of approximately ±30 meters and a 	 about -200 meters.
^
y	 z
t -	 ^
On the whole, it was obvious that further testing was
nccessar,v and the results from the bundle adjustments must then
f
be analysed more rigorously and from a statistical point of view
' before any specific conclusions can be formulated on this bundle
r adjustment procedure.
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Using polyn3mial transformation adjustments for SKYLAB and/oz
high altitude photography produced the following accuracies:
(a) SKYLAB - -sx and ay were approximately ±40 meters on the
ground.
(b) High altitude photography - ax and a y were approximately
-il8 meters and 
a  
was approximately ±11 meters.
(c) The combination of SKYLAB photography with up to 24 high
altitude photography did not significantly improve the
accuracies in X, Y and Z. Perhaps significant improvements
could be obtained employing a considerably larger block of
high altitude photography.
Using the bundle adjustment approach on the two types of
photography the following accuracies were obtained:
(a) SKYLAB -- ax and ay were approximately ±30 meters.
(b) The difftirences between camera station coordinates obtained
from the orbital parameters supplied by NASA and the output
of the adjustments are no more than 5 kilometers in X, Y or
Z.
(c) By combining one high altitude strip of six photographs
with SKYLAB photography the accuracies improved by 25, 21
and 28% for the X, Y and Z coordinates respectively.
Based on these conclusions it was felt that there was indeed
potential in employing SKYLAB/EREP photography as control for high
altitude photography for small scale mapping when using the bundle
adjustment method of analytical photogrammetry. 	 --
Fill
8.8 Recommendations from Investigation :III
E
 
The selection and marking of ground points to be used as
control or pass points in aerial triangu:_ation with photography
`	 such as SKYLAB material should be plannel and completed prior to
I,	 the photo missions.
is
2. Furthex improvements in the algorithm used to solve the
normal equation. in program AERTRING should be made, and this is
presently being studied at the Universit.e Laval.
is
r
H
	
	
3. A more stable film should be used for high altitude
photography than the Aerochrome Infrared film employed in this
i
investigation.
4. A greater number of high altitude photographs, well
i
distributed over SKILAB photography areas should improve the
accuracies obtained through bundle adjustments.
	 j
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9. INVESTIGATION IV: QUALITATIVE EVALUATION OF SKYLAB S190A
PHOTOGRAPHY
9.1 Technical Approach and Task Description
The object of this project was to evaluate the image clarity
for mapping purposes of photography obtained from the SKYLAB 5190,x.
multispectral camera system. This system provided a series of
photographs from each of six simultaneously exposed cameras contai-
ning six different film--filter combinations. The method of evalua-
tion was a visual intercomparison under magnification of the same
image feature on each of the six simultaneous pictures, using, second
generation contact positive (70mm) transparencies of the imagery.
9.2 Photography used for Investigation IV
From the SKYLAB 3 Mission, a complete set of six simultan.eots
photographs from the S190A system was obtained for three areas of
Canada: (a) Toronto area from Orbit 27, 9 September 1973, frame
016; (b) Southern Manitoba from Orbit 5051 19 September 1973, frame
214; and (c) the Bay of Fundy from Orbit 52, 21 September 1973,
frame 316. The camera film--filter combinations of the S190A system
are tabulated in Table 9.1.
L
J
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Table 9.1 Camera Film-Filter Combinations of S190A System
Camera Film Filter Bandwidth
1 TR aerographic B&W - type EK2 424 CC 0.7-0.8 pm
2 IR aerographi.c B&W — type EK2424 DD 0.8-0.9 pm
3 Aerochrome ::R Colour -• type EK2443 EE 0.5-0.88pm
4 Aerial Colour - type SO-356 FF 0.4-0.7 pm
5 Pan--X aeri p.1 B&W - type SO-022 BB 0.6-0.7 pm
6 Pan--X aerial B&W - type SO-022 AA 0.5--0.6	 pm
9.3 HistorX of Investigation IV; Discussion of Techniques' and
'Procedures
The three sets of photography were evaluated independently
by employing a method of visual intercomparison of the same image
feature on each of the six simultaneous pictures using second
generation contact positive (70mm) transparencies. A rating of
1-10 was assigned to the image, where 1 represented the best
defined image of the subject among the six samples and 10 repre-
sented no record of the subject at all. The images were also
rated-for granularity. The results of the individual evaluations
were later tota.led to form the overall evaluation, and thus the
film with the smallest t-tal indicated the best overall image
quality.
9.4 Ground Truth Activities of Investigation IV
The cultural detail selected to determine the clarity of the
{
^._	 image for map compilation included items such as airports.. major
and secondary roads, rivers, minor drainages and shoreline detail
as well as a few specific objects such as a racetrack or pier.
A
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9.5 Problems Ercountered during Investigation IV
The rating system was very sub j ecti re and if totalled over
{ several subjects could give a quite erroieous relative rating of
the film-filter combination. In order to solve this problem, the
selection of images was weighted in relation to importance of map
content so that the totals (Appendix E.1) also provided a relative
rating with respect to average map content.
9.6 Discussion of the Results of Investigation IV
The performance of the various film-filter combinations in
recording cultural map features corresponded with what would be
predicted frog experience with normal aerial photography. The
Fan-X Aerial black and white film and the Aerial Colour film ex-
hibited low granularity and good image duality. The infra.-red
films, both black and white and colour, had a very noticeable
granularity which affected the image resolution. The Panchroma-
tic black and white film was the best g.-neral purpose film for
delineating map features (roads, airports, warfs, water areas).
Greater filtration of lower wavelengths improved the clarity of
the image for high altitude photography. Everything seen on the
0.5-0.6pm bandwidth could be seen with better contrast on the
0.6-0.7pm bandwidth. The colour image was good but no better
than black and white for any of the features compared. The black
and white infra-red films provided excellent delineation of eater
features.'"The+ Aerochrome lR colour image was'much poorer than the
normal colour image and the resolution was much poorer than the
colour or panchromatic black and white films. Examples of the
photography evaluated can be found at Appendix E.2.
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i' 9.7	 Conclusions to Investigation "IVT
1E Of the six _ameras of the S190A multicamera system, the came:•a
,.' containing the Panchromatic Black and White film fitted with a BB
^:
filter	 (bandwidth 0.6--0.7pm) provided the best resolution of spec::--
Hm fic cultural detail employed in mapping.	 The aerial colour film
F..
l also p.resented a clear image but no better than the camera using the
Pan X Aerial B&W film.
l,b '
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10. INVESTIGATCOH V: THE REVISION POTENTIAL OF SKYLAB PHOTOGRAPHY
10.1 Technical Approach and Task. Description
The objectLve of this investigation was to evaluate S190A and
S190B SKYLAB imagery for its revision potential, both in urban areas
and rural.-recreational areas. Plan.imetric compilations at scale. of
1:250,000 and 1:50,000 using third generation reproduction, were pro-
duced on the Wild B-8 Stereoplotter, the Kern PG-2 and the Bausch
and Lomb Zoom Trausferscope.
10.2 Photography used for Investigation V
The Windsor area of Southern Ontario was selected from the SKY-
LAB-3 coverage in Canada as an area best representing urban mapping
requirements. The actual photographs used included:
- S190A Camera with a six inch fecal Length and original scale of
1:2,850,000. Selected photography from this system.:
(a) Roll 23 (185-186), Q.6pm-0.7pm, 4X enlarged
(b) Roll 22 (185-186), colour, 4X enlarged.
- S190B Camera with an eighteen inch focal length and original
scale of 1:950,000. Selected photography from this system:
(a) Roll 83 (152-153), colour, 2X enlarged.
The diapositives used in the investigation were third generation
copies obtained by enlarging the second generation negatives (black
and white) or positives (colour). The area was free of cloud and the
pictures had 60% forward overlap.
1
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The Mazinaw sake region of Southern Ontario was chosen as being
typical of the remotest area covered by SKYLAB photography. However,
this region contained a few roads, power-lines and railways. The
SKYLAB imagery depicting this area included:
- S190A Camera with six inch, focal length and original scale of
1:2 9 850,000. Selected photography from this system:
(a) Roll 40 (17-18), colour, 4X enlarged
(b) Roll 40 (17-18), 0.6--0.7um, 4X enlarged.
- 
S190B Camera with eighteen inch focal length. and original scale
of 1:950,000. Selected photography from this system:
(a) Roll 85 (298-299), black and white diapositives, 2X enlarged
(b) Roll 85 (298-299), black and white diapositives, 3.8X enlarged
(c) Roll 85 (298-299), black and white diapositives, 4X enlarged.
Again the photographs used in plotting were third generation
copies obtained by enlarging the second generation negatives supplied
by NASA. In this case, the photos from the S190A cameras had only 207
forward overlap, so that stereoviewing was limited to a small area.
A few small clouds and shadows were present on the imagery.
10.3 History of Investigation V; Discussion of Techniques and Procedures
For the revision evaluation of SKYLAB imagery in urban areas,
the map compilations from the colour diapositives of the S190A Camera
system were produc-^d using the Mild B-8, while the black and white
diapositives were used in the Zoom Tr.ansferscope. The scale of both
compilations was 1:250,000. The enlarged S1901B photography used in
the urban evaluation was plotted at scales of 1:250,000 and 1:50,00(h.
E 1^1;
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Th 1:250,000 plots of the S190B imagery were produced directly with
the Kern PG-2, while the 1:50,000 maps were plotted at 1:100,000 on
the Bw8 and then enlarged using the Transferscope.
For the rural-recreational study, the colour diapositives of the
S190A system were again used in the B-8 to produce a plot directly at
1:250,000. The S190B photography was used both in the B-8 and the
Zoom Transferscope to produce plots at 1:250,000 scale. The S190B
imagery was also used to produce 1:50,000 scale mapping in the same.
manner as in the urban evaluation. In addition, a portion of the
imagery was enlarged four times making it possible to plot directly
at 1:5.0,000 with the Zoom Transferscope.
Appendix F.3 displays samples of enlarged S190A and 5190B photo-
graphy to the scale of 1:250,000.
10.4 Ground Truth Activities of Investigation V
Published 1:50,000 and 1:250,000 map sheets served as a basis
to establish scale and map content. However, the plotting of detail
was done independently of the map and the compiler drew only what he
could see and interpret from the photographs.
10.5 Problems Encountered during Investigation V
For the revision evaluation in both the urban and rural recrea-
tional areas, it was not possible to plot the enlarged S190B imagery
directly at 1:50,000 in the B-8. Therefore, the detailed was plotted
at a smaller scale (1:90,000 or 1:100,000) and then. enlarged to
1:50,000 using the Zoom Transferscope.
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The original intention of this investigation was to evaluate
photography for revision potential over true wilderness areas.
However, the most remote area covered by available SKYLAB imagery
(Mazinaw sake district) represented one for which the map sheet
could be classified as "rural-recreational". For this classifica-
tion, the imagery received was suitable for evaluation.'
10.6 Discussion of the Results of 'Investigation V
The results of this investigation can be broker down under
two topics for each study: (a) revision potential at the scale
of 1:250,000 and (b) at the scale of 1:50,000.
At the scale of 1:250,000 and using the S190A imagery, the
best results for both the urban and rural-recreational evaluations
were obtained using the colour diapositives in the Wild B-8 plot-
ter, (See Appendices F.1 and F.2 for sample overlays.) Roads were
difficult to distinguish in the heavily built-up areas, but in
rural areas roads were identifiable by the presence of houses and
farms which usually could quite easily be seen. Power lines and
large lakes could be plotted with an accuracy commensurate with
revision requirements at this scale, as well as many other well
defined features such as airports, subdivisions, farm complexes,
sewage plants, gravel pits and oil and gas tanks. However, deli-
neation of shorelines was of variable accuracy, and drainage pat-
terns and railways could not be detected..
The use of the S190B imagery to produce plots at 1;250,000
improved the accuracy and content of the map both for the urban
and rural--recreational evaluations. Some of the railroads could
be plotted in the urban study and the identification of the road
JJ
I
flf i
patterns was easier for both evaluations. However, in both cases,
the delineation cf drainage patterns and inland waters remained
it
y;	 quite difficult in many areas.
In compiling; the 1:50,000 maps from the enlargements of the
1:90,000 (rural--recreational) and 1:100,000 (urban) detail plotted
on the B--8, which were obtained from the initial S190B third
generation imagery, there was a very definite loss in resolution
L
which in general left the detail fuzzy and difficult to define.
(See Appendices F.l and F.3.) Only potter lines and hard-surface
all--weather roads could be plotted with an accuracy adequate for
L' 1:50,000 interim revision and only then in the rural areas.	 For
the urban evaluation, it was impossible to depict the buildings
accurately and again, in both cases, the water areas could not
be delineated in detail. The results obtained in the rural-recrea-
f tional evaluation from the plot at scale 1:50,000 on the Zoom
i
" Transferscope, using the four times enlarged S190B photography,
produced an imago that was abjectionally fuzzy.
H
10.7 Conclusions to InvestigationV
tti
	 To a certain extent, photography from the S190B (colour)
'	 S f_1
	
system and the S190A (colour) system could be used for road re-
vision in the urban-agricultural areas for the scale of 1:250,000.
l
Many other features such as airports, subdivisions., farm complexes 	 3
sewage plants, gravel pits and tanks could be detected, but it is
unlikely that their interpretation would be reliable enough to con-
sider this photography as a complete revision source for such in-
formation. However, it could serve as an Yndicator of where adds.--I	 I
tional information is required.
,t
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in the rural—recreational map sheet area studied, space photo--
graphy of the tYpe provided by the SKYLAF- S190A camera system (aerial
j
colour) could be used for interim revisicn mapping; at a scale of
1:250,000 for the detection of new features such as major roads,
power lines and new reservoirs. The SKYLAB S190B photography in-
I
{	 creased the confidence with which these Features could be identified
!	 at the 1:250, 000 scale but offered no additional reliable map re-
vision potential.
s
	
	 For both urban and rural--recreational revision, the map revision
potential at a scale of 1:54,000 using the better S190B camera photo-
.a	 graphy was limited, and could be applied with certainty only to major
s1	 roads and powerlines.
10.8 Recommendations of lnvestiaation V
1. Imagery from space photography similar to the SKYLAB S190A
and S190B Camera systems may be used for map revision at the scale
of 1:250,000. However, this imagery may be used with certainty only
for the revision of new major roads and power lines in n.on-urban. areas.
2. Space photography with characteristics similar to SKYLAB
S190A and S190B imagery can serve as a valuable indicator to where
revision of 1:54 5P 000 maps detail is required. It may then be neces-
sary to obtain additional revision information such as conventional
aerial photography, to complete the actual revision.
^I
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1.	 11. INVESTIGATION] VI: THE POTENTIAL OF SKYLAB PHOTOMAPPING APPLIC:4TIONS
r.	 1^
11.1 Technical Approach and Task Description
I
	
	
To determine the photomapping applications of SKYLAB imagery, a
partial photomap at the scale of 1:250,000 of an area north of the
Bay of Quinte, Southern Ontario, was produced from ooth SKYLAB S190A
and S190B photography. These were compared with each other and eve-
r
luated as input products to a complete photomap at this scale. The
potential of producing photomaps from this imagery was also evaluated
E^_	 against photomaps produced from standard aerial photography at one
end of the scale and LANDSAT-1 imagery at the other end of the scale.
11.2 Photography -use4 for Investigation VI
Table 11,1 indicates the photography used to produce the photo-
maps of the selected area (Bay of Quinte north to latitude 440 451):
Table 11.1 input Photography and Imagery
Camera Original Scale Bandwidth # Pictures Enlargement
6"	 f.l.,	 9 "x9" 1:	 3613000 • 0.5-0.681im 240 0.14
Wild, Zeiss
SX.YLAB S190A 1:22850$000 0.5--0.6	 lint 1 11.4
5" f.l.,	 70mm
SKYLAB S190A 1:2,850,000 0.6-0.7 pm 1 11.4
6" f.l.,	 70mm
SKYLAB S190B 1:	 950,000 0.5-0.68-gm 1 3.8
18"	 f.1. ,	 4j"
LANDSAT-1 1:3,369, 000 0.6-0 .7 pm 1 13.5
70mm
ti_1
I... 
i
f
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11.3 History of Investigation VI; Discussion of Tachni ues and Procedures
'F
The area selacted for evaluation covered about one third of a
standard 1:250,00) map sheet (99 statute miles E-W by 69 miles U-S)
	
b	
of the National Topographic Series (N.T.S.). This area was co4^ered
	aM	 by black and white photography from both the S190A and S190B camera
-i
systems,by conventional aerial photography anal by LANDSAT imagery.
The scale of 1:250,000 was the only scale studied since the next.
larger N.T.S. scale, 1:50,000, is within the capability of conven-
tional aerial photography, and the next smaller scale, 1:500,000, is
within the capability of the LANDSAT system.
To produce one of the photomaps of the evaluation area, 240
standard aerial photographs at the scale of 1:36,000 were used. A
second photomap of the same area was produced from one black and
white S190A image: of spectral bandwidth 0.5- 0.6pm, and a third photo-
map from a S190A image having a spectral bandwidth of 0.6-0.7pm. In
the Latter two c. tses, it was required that the enlargement from
1:213 $50,000 to 1:250,000 be done in two stages. For these test sam-
ples, the 70-millimeter second generation positive copy was enlarged
to a 9"x9" negative, which was then rectified to a map base at
1:250,000 with considerable loss of resolution and contrast. The
fourth photomap produced was rectified directly from the S190B imagery.
The fifth photomap was produced from LANDSAT-1 imagery. (See example
reproductions at Appendix G).
11.4 Ground Truth Activities of Investigation VI
Published 1:50,000 and 1 : 250,000 map sheets of the N . T.S. series
were used as map bases for the rectifications of the photographs as
required.
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11.5 Problems Rrt countered during Investigation VI
The SKYLAL photographic system provided small scale coverage
in both black and white and colour for linited areas in Canada.
None of the passes provided complete coverage of a 1:250,000 map
sheet.. Photography suitable for evaluation covered approximately
one third of a standard 1:250,000 sheet.
The 70 millimeter format S190A imagery had to be enlarged to
9"x9" negatives before rectification to a map base at 1:250,000.
This led to a relatively poor image with evident granularity and
	
f	 poor image resolution along with the possibility of additional de-
fects acquired at each reproduction stage.
<I
11.6 Discussion of the Results of Investigation V1
Although technically possible, the production of photomaps at
1:250,000 from conventional aerial photography is time consuming
because of the number of pictures involved, and the product often
	
I I	 suffers from several well known defects. The number of pictures
required can range from 100 super wide angle photos at 1:110,000
i
scale to as many as 800 if the smallest scale available is 1:36,000,
as was the case in this investigation. Density and contrast mat-
ching problems increase with increasing numbers of pictures. Other
evident defects of photomaps produced in this manner arise due to
and'	 s	 reflection fro wat	 T e 1 ni--k b nding, tone control and pecularm water. 	 h p a	 ,^
	^.	 metric accuracy, however, was excellent in this case as the compila-
tion was based an 1:50,000 map manuscripts., The amount of detail
present in the copy negative far exceeded that which would t..sefully
reproduce in a lithographic process, and would he more appropriate
to the production of 1:50,000 or larger scale photomaps.
V
ii
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As mentioned in Section 11.5, the enlargement of the two sets
#
i	
of S190A photography had to be accomplished in two stages. The re--
sults of neither were outstanding. Film [,ranularity in the final
products was quite evident and image resolution was less than could
be reproduced in a lithographic process. Contrast control through
the numerous reproductions can present problems, and image defects
are easily acquired at each reproduction :stage. Of the two spectral
bands, the range 0.5--0.61im was the better although delineation of
water features was poor. The photography in the bandwidth 0.6--0.7
resulted in too high a contrast image with a loss of detail in all
the cultivated areas. However, the planimetr%c accuracy was good
and well within the accuracies required for 1:250,000 photomapping.
The SKYLAB S190B photography taken with panchromatic film and
a conventional Wratten 12 (0.5pm) filter provided an excellent image
for 1:250,000 photomapping. The enlargement factor of 3.8X did not
exceed the resolution capabilities of the film, and the planimetric
accuracy was well within the requirement: of 1:250,000 photomapping.
The use of LANDSAT imagery for 1:250,000 photomapping had been
previously explored by the Research and Development Section, Topo-
graphical Survey Directorate, and discarded because of short comings
in planimetric accuracy and image quality. However, the LANDSAT
experiments did present interesting comparisons with the SKYLAB pro-
ducts. The water areas and drainage systems were perhaps more rea-
dily ident yfi.able on LANDSAT imagery than any of the other products
but resolution of detail was much inferior. The coverage per map
sheet was the largest of all the products studied (1.9 times). How-
ever, the difficulties of obtaining map sheet coverage, even with an
i
image this size, from cyclic cloud coverage has been well demonstrated
during the three years LANDSAT has been it operation and this expe•:ience
can be extrapolated to a SKYLAB-type product.
The coverage of a single image from the S190A system is about
1.4 times the area of a southern 1:250,000 map sheet, but because
of the direction of the orbital paths it would require at Least 4
frames from 2 or more orbits to cover a conventional sheet. A single
SKYLAB image from the S190B camera system covers about 55Z of a
southern 1:250,000 map sheet aid again since the orbital paths are
not compatible with efficient coverage of a map grid system such as
the N.T.S. system, it ' would be expected that parts of at least 4 to
b photos would be required to cover a single sheet. As soon as more
than one image is required in any case, the same problem is encountered
as in conventional aerial photography - that of obtaining cloud-f:_ee
photography in a short time period.
11.7 Conclusions and Comments of Investigation VI
The SKYLAB S190B camera system operating with normal panchromatic
film and a Wratten 12 filter produced the most appropriate image for
1.-250,000 photomapping - of any of the five systems evaluated. The
resolution of this system was adequate, the planimetric accuracy was
good and a single image replaced a multitude of aerial photos.
Notwithstanding the above advantages of the 9190B image, a non-
directed photographic system such as an orbiting satellite has serious
shortcomings for a country with weather systems like those over Canada.
Experience with LANDSAT has shoran that cyclic coverage of a country as
sporadically cloud-covered as Canada is not efficient, and it would
d	 - 55 -
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not be unexpected to find that it would take one year to several years
(depending on the area) to obtain the 4 to 6 compatible cloud-free
E
photographs required to cover a standard map sheet.
I`
A 1:250,000 nap sheet can be photographed in one day by conven-
tional methods under cloud -free conditions, although the aircraft
may have been waiting for several weeks (or months) for that weather
condition.
Directed systems ( airborne photography with conventional mapping
cameras) can provide scales as small as 1 : 150,000 on a commercial
basis ( Jet with super -wide angle lens ) . Military technology has
operated aircraft at 80,000 feet (U-2) which, with a conventional
super -wide mapping camera provides a scale of 1:275,000. Such systems
would offer as great a potential for 1 : 250,000 photomapping as the
SKYLAB S190B camera system, even though the number of pictures re-
quired to cover a standard sheet of this scale would be between 15
(U-2) and 45 (Jei-) compared to 4-6 S190B photographs.
Although c1bud--free imagery from satellite ^ensors such as
SKYLAB S190B Camera System.provides excellent photography for small
scale photomapping purposes, it can not be considered to be an effi-
cient method of obtaining imagery of frequently cloud covered areas.
As a practical consideration, it must be pointed out that directed
photographic systems, such as those employed by Jet aircraft and U-2
aircraft, offer as great a photomapping potential as SKYLAB imagery,
take less time to acquire the necessary photography, and would use
conventional auxiliary equipment (enlargers, rectifiers, differen-
tial rectifiers) already in existence for mapping for aerial photo--
t	 graphy.
v
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12. GENERAL CONCLUSIONS
12.1 Conclusions - Quantitative Investig ati.ons_I, 11,1 11
The results of Investigation I, which was carried out on a
single S190A (bandwidth 0 6-0.711m.) model, satisfied the plaui-
metric accuracy requirements at mapping :scales of 1:250,000 and
smaller, using two dimensional transformations on data obtained
from a four times enlarged image. In addition, it was shown
that NATO plani.metric accuracy requirements for Class B
1:50,000 mapping; were obtainable, using a three dimensional
adjustment of this enlarged image data. Investigation II in-
dicated that the extension of horizontal control on small strips
of S190A (bandwidth 0.6-0.7pm) imagery through a fully analytical
adjustment could also achieve 1:250,000 scale mapping require-
ments. The introduction of imagery from the S190B camera system,
although not considered metric in the photogrammetric sense, in-
creased the planimetric accuracy significantly in that Class B
1:50,000 accuracy specifications were met. Investigation III,
which examined the potential of employing S190A imagery as con-
trol for high altitude aircraft photography, resulted in an
improvement in the accuracies of the ground X, Y and 2 coordinates
by 25 1, 21 and 28% respectively, when using a bundle method of
adjustment on the combined photography. In this investigation,
Class A 1:250,00{) mapping standards were also obtained on--S190A
(0.6-0.7pm) photography.
35
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Although the three quantitative investigations were undertaker.
by three separate agencies, employing different techniques of
aerial triangulation adjustments, the overall. results were quite
compatible. In all three cases, 1:250,000 mapping requirements
were achieved quite easily on the S190A photography, which employed
Pan K Aerial_ Black and White Film with a bandwidth of 0.6-0.7pm.
The ground control for all three investigations was obtained in
similar manners from already existing medRum scale map sheets,
where the actual positioning of these points could be in error by
as much as i-20 meters. In Investigation I when a 3-Dimensional
PAT-M adjustment procedure was carried out on the STK--1 data of
the single enlarged S190A model, the standard deviation at control
was approximately 20 meters in both X and Y. The same results
were obtained from the two strips of S190A (0.6-0.7pm) photograph
examined in Investigation II, which also employed the PAT-M-43
adjustment. Investigation III, which led to the development of a
bundle method of adjustment employing SKYLAB orbital parameters,
also yielded standard deviations of approximately 20 meters in
both X and Y at control. The _2--Dimensional transformations per-
formed on the data from the S190A imagery (4X enlarged) in Inves-
tigation I yielded slightly larger standard deviations of approxi-
mately 26 meters at control, which the polynomial adjustments of
Investigation III averaged 30 meter standard deviations in X and
Y. Considering the origin of the grourLd control, these results
are extremely good and consistent.
1
i
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The best adustment results of all three quantitative investi-
gations were obtained in Investigation II from the data derived
from the S190B photography. The standard deviation at control was
._	 approximately 10 meters in both X and Y, with an RXq error of 23
meters at check ?oints. Although this camera system does not meet
the specifications of a metric camera, the larger scale image pro-
vided by the system has apparently more than offset the lower pre-
cision of the internal geometry.
i
A strong recommendation from all three of these investigations
advised the development of some method of targeting of ground con-
trotrior to future satellite imagery gathering missions. ForP	 g Y
example, a specially designed mirror/light system could be employed.
1
Another recommendation from these quantitative studies involved the
:i
installation of a metric camera with a fairly long focal length for
future space missions.
12.2 Conclusiois - Qualitative Investigations IV, V, VT
The qualitative evaluation of the photography of each of the
six simultaneously exposed cameras of the S190A camera system
(Investigation IV) showed that the camera containing the Panchro-
matic Aerial Black and White film fitted with a BB filter (bandwidth
0.6-0.7pm), provided the best resolution of specific cultural detail
ii
required in mapping. The aerial colour film also presented a clear
image but no better than the Pan X Black and Wh y te. However, for
t
1I
	map revision purposes (Investigation V), the aerial colour film
offered the greatest potential of the S190A system cameras, for re-
vision at scales of 1:250,000 and smaller. In any case, this map
'	 I	 I	 I	 I	 I	 J_	 _I_.
revision potential was limited to the detection of major Loads,
powerlines, and new reservoirs and thus r ►ay serve only as an
indicator as to where revision might be rtecessary. For 1:50,000
^,..i
	 mapping, the necessa ry two- stage enlargement procedure involved
with the S190A imagery resulted in a very definite loss of reso-
:.1
lution and detail. The same enlargement difficulties occurred
in the production of partial photomaps ( Lnvestigation VI) employ-
ing the S190A imagery.
The S190B photography increased the confidence with which
j	 features could be identified for map revision purposes at the
scale of 1:250,000, but again it was unlikely that the interpre-
tation of these features was reliable enough to consider this
photography as a complete revision source. However, the S190B
I
photography would serve better than the S190A photography as an
indicator of the location of new features at the scale of
1:250,000, and could only be applied with certainty at the scale
f	 of 1:50,000 for the identification of major roads and powerlines.
The S^ 0B imagery proved the most appropriate type of photography
i
for the production of photomaps at the scale of 1:250 , 000 of the
five samples studied during Investigation VI. The major draw--
back in using this photography for photomapping in a country as
frequently cloud covered as Canada lies in obtaining compatible
cloud-free imagery. Directed systems of obtaining small scale
photography, such as the U-2 aircraft equipped with super--wide
i
angle cameras could offer as great a photomapping potential as
	 ,	 f	 g e	 P	 PP g P
S190B photography with fewer problems due to weather.
z
f	 12.3 Overall Comnents on Total Investigation
The results ,)f the six independent imvestiaations carried out
	
ij	 on the SKYLAB/EREP imagery clearly indicated that certain selected
i	 1
sets of this photography were'adequate fax planimetric Mapping pur-
poses at scales of 1:250,000 and smaller. In limited cases, the
NATO planimetric accuracy requirements for Class B 1:50,000 scale
mapping were alsc achieved.
Of the S190A photography system, the camera containing the
Par}. X Aerial Black and White film (0.6-0.7pm) offered the greatest
potential to mapping at small. scales. However, the S190B system
continually proved to offer more versatility throughout the entire
investigation in that the larger and clearer image achieved up to
Class B 1:50,000 planimetric accuracy re q uirements; depicted more
clearly than S190A photography specific ground features for map
revision potential at scales of 1:50,000 and 1:250,000; and offered
the best input product of all studied to the production of photo-
maps at the scale of 1:250,000. For future applications, a metric
camera with similar characteristics to the S190B camera could pro-
vide a multi.-purpose system for mapping from satellite imagery.
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SR 558-1/2
PROVISIOi~S
FOR PARTICIPATION IN THE 1%	 A
SKf LAB EARTH RESOURCES EXt PERITMENI T PROGRAM
1.	 Inves tigation to be Conducted:
1. 1 The Department of Energy, Mines, and Resources will use
its best efforts to arrange for furnishing. the necessary personnel,
facilities, and services for the Principal investigator to conduct
." an investigation and analysis of Earth Resources Experiment
Program (EREP) data. 	 The general approach, intent, and
j	 { obje :tines of this investigation and . analysis are detailed in the
L ` proposal entitled "Investigation of Selected Imagery from Skylab/
EREP 5190 Photographic System, " dated April 1971, 	 Submitted
. : by 3dr. R. A. Stewart.
1. 2 The purpose of these provisions is to identify the services.
! tasks, and deliverable products required of the Principal Investigator,
' his associated Co--Investigators, and their related organizations
ff for the investigation and analysis of Skylab EREP data.
1.3 Technical Approach
^. The investigation will assess the imagery, accuracies obtainable
-and cost effectiveness, of photography from the EREP S190A and
i S190B sensors, for 1:5Q, 000, 1:100, 000 and 1:250, 000 scale mapping
1	 _ and/or revision, activities.	 More specifically, it is proposed to
conduct the following studies:
(1) Ground resolution capabilities of satellite photography,
specifically 5190 system photography.
(2) Utilization of 5140 photography for the production of plan-- 	 {
metric graphical maps and photo maps at scales of 1:50, 000,- 1:100 3 000.
and 1:250, 000,
(3) Form^tion of geometrical models of the terrain using stereoscopic
satellite photography.
(4) Exterior orientation of analytically constructed models using -
.satellite photography.
(5) Feasibility and accuracy of using analytical aerotriangulation
and numerical adjustment with satellite photography for planimetric
r mapping in northern Canada where control is sparse.
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Glass and/or film diapositives will be produced from both
the colour and black and white or. ginals_ Photogrammetric
mensuration and resolution evaluation will he performed on each
type of imagery received. 'least rement of single photographs
an=d stereo models will be performed on comparators and the
Analytical Plotter. Analytical aerotriangulation and adjustment
-7M be performed Lhrou-ahout the	 ntu'nber of models
a y-ailable.
Graphical. (line) planimetric wrapping will be produced at
scales of 1:50, 000 and smaller, and evaluated against redundant
ground control already available, and against existing larger
scale mapping at 1:25, 000. Photoma p sections will. also be
produced and evaluated as to their usefulness for rnappi.ng --
particularly in the Canadian northland.
The mensuration, map production, analysis and evaluation
vi	 result in a q uantitative and q ualitative assessment of the
value of satellite metric photography (5190 system) fcr mapping
and map revision.
The S192 multispectral scanner data will be used in 'he
development of interpretation techniques. The Canada Centre
for Remote Sensing (CCRS) will conduct research investigations
in automatic interpretation of image data from aircraft 2nd
spacecraft. Emphasis will be placed on classification of
coder types. CCRS %-rill be assisted in the collection of ground
t3 u'h along the satellite path by several federal and provincial
agencies_ CCRS will rnake use of its ERTS and aircraft data
handling facility and an interactive rnultispectral analyzer
display System in these investigations.
Several other Canadian government departments are very
interested in obtaining the 5192 imagery from CCRS for resource
studies within their jurisdiction. These include the Department
of the Environment (forestry, oceanography, inland waters)
and the Department of Agriculture.
1.4 These provisions shall become effective on the date of.
signature and remain in effect until 12 months from last receipt
of data unless extended by the mutual agreement of INASA and
the Principal Investigator.
5 The efforts required by this agreement are limited to those
identified in the PI proposal, as amended and/or modified by
this agreement.
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x_ 6 A,iy clan-e in the scope or the objective of the approved
invest gation a d analysis as de£inod in the Task Description
requires the prior approval of NASA_
Requests for changes should be sent as noted below:
Six copies to:	 Director, Earth Observations Programs
Code EF, NASA ileadquarters
Washington, D. C. 20546
cne copy to:	 SAS i Office of International _.1ffairs
Code I, NASA Headquarters
Washington, D. C. 2054-6
Two copies to:
	
EREP Technical .1;Ionitor, Code 'lT F6	 .
RYAS_% Manned Spacecraft Center
Houston, Texas 77058
i
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1,7 Should the requi;• e-rnents stipulaLcd in the Principal. Investi5a-
tor`s proposal differ from the requirennents stipulated in these
provisions, the requirements of these provisions will prevail.
2. Ph?se,Appro-,.ch-
The approved investigation and analysis t=jitl 1"ieperformed in two
major phases:
	 .
2.1 Phase I—Preparation
- 2.1. 1 The Principal Investigator should establish a state
of readiny ss to receive, process and analy.ze the Siy=1ab data.
Typical preparations include, but are not limited to, participa-
tion in generating the Invcstigation Re quirements Document
(IRM, cquipn-ient scti.ps, test runs using si2I7ul.ated data
(as available), .ata analyses, literature searches and
surveys, etc..	 -
2. 1.2 Milestone Plan
Concurrent with 2. 1. 1 above, the Principal Investigator
will gene raLc as dQtniled and firm a schedule.as
 possible that
i.cicatiries start/stop elates for each data activity; data (by
type) need dates; nma jqr analysis program milestones; etc.
s
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2.2 P.iase 1I--Data Analvsis
T -iis phase w ill begin upon receipt by the Principal. Invest: Bator
of Skylab EVI.EP data. The purpose of this phase is to utilize
the 111:lestone flan and data reduction and analysis techniques
develcped in Phase I to complete the investigation proposed.
This Phase will complete the period of performance of the
investigation.
. 1-.Iore s pecifically the Principal i'nvestiga? bor will:
2.2. 1 Process (as required) and analyze Skylab data received
I	 from
2, 2.2 Evaluate and, if ;necessary, rev? se or -modify the
Investigation Reauirements Document, task description, .
and milestone plans to assure compatibility r- ith any revised
and improved data processing procedure and/or analysis
technique.
2.3.3 The Principal Investigator shall publish the res , is of
his efforts as soon as possible in the o'Pen literature; ho:: ever,
NASA concurrence to release such results and related data
as delineated in paragra ph 8, "Data Release and Use Restric-
tions" should be obtained.
2.3.4 Prepare a Final Report as specified in paragraph 4.2.
3. Tasks Descriotion
3. 1 EREP Technical Investigations
3. i, I I1lission Support
The PI shall assist NASA f NISC in mission plar_nincr
activities related to the proposed investigation. The mission.
planning activitie^ shall include but not be lir.,i*_ed to:
a. Site definition and constraints
b. Scientific and calibration data aiad photographic
requirements
c. Normal and contingency operation=
i
}
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In-addition, the PI shall assist AS 11AISC durinag
the mission in providing guidance concerning real Urne
EREF pass planning.
3 e 1.2 Scientif ic Requirements
The PI shall be responsible for establishing the
scientific requirements and /or objectives for the investigative
tasks and shall prarticipate as may be required in reviews
relating to the performance, operation and data requirements.
3.1.3 Supporting Studies
The PI s:_:.11 c:, •?.:c. ti.o=e Suprart=^g studies
(i.e.-, ground measurements, analysis of aircraft
data) that are required to complete the approved
tasks.
5
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The: PI shall prepare reports which describe the results
and analysis of the studies and shall be submitted to ^I,1SAj1iSC
as part of dhe progress report.
	 .
3_ 1.4 Scientific Data Reduction and Analysis
The PI shall be responsible for the reduction, analysis
and interpretation of the EREP data. Specifically these
activities include corhpletion of tasks identified in items (1)
through (5) in Section 1.3.
1
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4. Reports
The Priiic:ipal Invcsti fTntor will prepare the documents and rep.. its
listed belo.. aad forc: , ard tz:em with all transportation costs prepaic
to the addresses indicated.
4. 1 Quarterly Reports
Four conies of Quarterly Progress Reports % ill be pre , ared
in En,-] ; s ,, i nd iorw^rded to N	 as nozadr in par?; a.1.11 5. 0'
The first Progre s !z- p7r" :'Jill be sL'^.}i"i2.itt c^ -' " ee =r_on^hs 2.ii' -
initiation of Phase I and should L,c received at NNAS A %vi.ti:in. ten A ays
after tlic end of the period reported, This report r.-,ay be in letter
Sorry and will contain as a minirnur •i the -following iaiorrnation.
4, 1:. 1 Title of the Inves tigation.
4.1. 2 NASA Headquarters proposal identification aia ber,
(Le., SR 558-1/2).
4. 1.3 A discussion and sunirnary of the acco- ol.is?unents
durin g the repo= tin6 period and . ore planned for tine next
-rep-DrtinL period.
4. 1. 4 A discussion of significant resul:s and Lieir re lati:x n-
ship to practical applieatian5 and/or operation-I problems.
i
'I
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4. 1. 5 A description of rnajor problems impeding the progress
of the investigation.
4. 1. 6 A list of pc.blished articles andjox papers, preprints,
	
etc, Chat  were released duriw: t;ie reporting period. 	 -
4. 1. 7 Recomr.--ki'nazations coticernina pr. ctica ch-m-es in 2nca._lytics"J
operations or add itional inve stivarive oi.zort lead_1 , * t0 the
util,lxation of the Skylab ER EP data.
4.2 Final Report	 -
Teri copies of the Final Report %:ill be nre pared in En:_1 sh
and for - r?arded to 'NASA as notcd in parac ra n,l 5. a; such repo.-t :O
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.be prep :red noL later than the final 20 da ys of Phase H. One
draft c:-.) , in l n-Aish, %%-ill 'be submitted to the _NASA Technical
Alonitoi not later than 60 days prior to the end of Phase II for
review. The Princioal Ines ti ator v.-ill be notified of any NASA
comme its on the report ;. ithin 30 days after receipt of the draft
by 11 \ S
^, < 1 ConLent - The Final Report rill be a comprehensi;;
sure-m. ary of t:.e information sub .;fitted in the Quarterly Reports
and will be a cornDicte and self suffE cient. document defining
ail aspects and resiats of the investigation. As a mini:r_urz the
follo;., ina infor l-matioa <<: iL be included:
4.2^ 1. 1 Front cover in format of attached Figure 1.
"Sample Report Cover. rr
4.2. 1.2 Index of the major categories of infortr_a .:on
included.
4.2.1.3 The Technical Approach and Task Descripti6a
as included herein.	 .
4.2. 1.4 A narrative history of-the investigation.
4.2. 1. 5 A discussion of the techniques and procedures
used.
4.2,1, 6 -A: summary of the Sl;ylab data furnished and
a def -nition of the conditions under which the data
was obtained.
4.2. 1. 7 A sumrnary of ground truth activiL es.
(Rough field notes shall be included as an addendum
to the. Final llepert).
4.2.1.8 A discussion of the problems encountered,
and their resolution.
4.2. 1.9 A discussion of the results and findings of
the investigat-ion.
4.2. 1. 10 The recommendations cf the Principal
Investigator with respect, to utilization of space senses'.
J
kdata for practical applit-ation of the findings
of the irvestiyation to e trth related tasks and
probler-is.
4.3 Professional. Renorts
Five copies of all publzshed re ports, in-house reports,
scientific papers, theses, etc. , -resulting from the effort performed
under this ac-reemenr s-all be forwarded in %n- ,2lish, to `. SA as
noted in pa_ a'_ `ah 5. 0.
5, Report Submussicn - Forma2 submission of reports re quired in
the perfor^r..aace of this a.greement shall be to the addressee and in the
^S
t
quantities specified belo,v
Quarterly	 Final.
Addressee	 Reuorts	 Report
Director, Earth Observations 	 One Copy	 One Copy
Progr ants
Code ER, N._.'^SA Headquarters
1.'ashin ;toe, D. C. 200,16
N AS A Office of international.
Affairs
Code I, ?ti_.Sz 171-cadquarter s
Professional.
Reports
One Copy
Wasili.ngtoa, D. C. 20516 	 _	 ' One Copy	 One Copy	 One Copy
BREF Technical Zlonitor
	
Two Copies
	
^SiF en, Copies	 TL;ro Copies
Code TF6
NASA "Iannu-d Snacecraft Center
Houston Texas 77058
Technical Library Branch 	 None	 One Copy _ bane
Code .I_li6
NAS Manned, Soacecraft Center
Houston, Texas 77053
6. Investigation_ Data z%vailabil ity
NASA will use its best of-arts to obtai_^ ana n_locess the data rea::ired hy
the Principal Invest_.gatur in such a rnan er as LO cc'_` eve the qub.11ty aad
f
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timeliness required to support the P. inci?al lnve_ti3ator's efforts.
Because of the multiplicity of requirer ne ► is for data by numerous
a
,
Priawi s1 Yr^^	 gal.ors arid as a result of other S kylab program
rcquirc= enter anLI li;nitatio:r=, sorry con: premises in data ac quisitio 1
and pro.cessiug may result, but such decisions will include the most
careful consideration of the requirem. ens of these provisions.
6. 1 Substitute Data
11 the data re quired to perform the tasks s pecified in these
pro:''s ions are nol, available for the site retfuested, then a Ion
at n reE'meT',t Of ti.e ^.^S^. and L.:e al'^ :C:; ?i In estiaator,
dat.- relafas!i to an alternate site may be prov-,ded.
7. lavc-st--ration Data DefMition
The Sl;•lam EREI' data to be furnishe( in support of this in►esti aticz
willbe Aoeci=ied in an ins-: stigation i^cc'uirem nts DoCuMA.e::t QRD)
v,hich. s	 )c initiated by the Technical %Io^itor based on the proposal
receiv a—` nand ,..,EU be verified by the Principal lnt esti atcr prior to the
.applIca.:: -_e Skylab missions.
S. Da`= Ust.! ar•,d ''cleric  p e$tr ictions
A: The Principal investigator and Department of Energy, Mines, and
Resources will not use for other than government purposes, nor release
nor publish, any analysis/findings, or techniques developed under this
agreemeat or any-information derived therefrom, until such analysis/fir_din
Cr t ^:'i^C^ t^lZYS ^"4^^- ^7^^'n re']^« tC^ t0 N_3S 1C2 ^hC ^:a11ne:' prescribed
by Ciis a-^reerzent and the Principal In.ve_tigato 1r has been insormedby? .is in t='; iL1rr' th_— t S`t Ch repor:^' r'' ar-alt sisF fin di	 d7^` t°Ci:C:iC1.e5a
have been made available to the genes al public. 	 .
B. If it is necessary in fLtlfillin-, the reau,.ement of Chica	 =tea	 ^
that %lie Frincinal lnveS.i"a to{ relea se or diScloSe to others saidZh
2na 7:: 2: s /findings or te chniques, or any informn -ti :r. dar i-. ed. there-.
o =, prior to being advised by 1 aS i Unat such i_a5 been made
avaEawle to the general public, th.e Prir-c pal Inge 54=.-ator
befc_-e such release or d i=clost-use, obtain. 4 xri.Ltt'n acrF:e=ent fl, 0-M
the ; ecinient to abid'-c by the foref oii g release and use restrict- 0!?^.
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9. DOiti • r3° arili:rchiving of Data:
R.1 713 E;1LAR will arrange for meeting the cost of
shij:s=i=^ ERTa'P da.ta to Lhe Principal ..nvestibator. Insofar as
POS. : z^ lo 1_'sS.-1 .Vill shi,) the data in :hc manner requested. Ho:l
ever,^^ata °il] be shipp.~:? to the Principal. in^-esti sto p by the mast
e r4^^:iant anddirect ro:atc passible so as not to dclaY the inc-e5ti-
F atio i^_
S 4	 7^.I L^LG ^L. t<1 l..M {. ^v Sli?^ ed in accol .'-• ncG.`^Y^^^1Z p:ti a07. 4^w1 ^) 3 ,
or	 Ow
S. 2. 1 The data can be sent air freight-collect rrorn the -N_:S?s
1.1-2-nned Sp cecraft Center, Housiton, Texas to the Principal
'	 :•cstiUatnr or sponsoring agency .
i
a_ 2.2 Tie data cars be maned fr on theT	 --% S' Manned Spacecraft
Center, lfoul ston, Texa-..z to the a ppropriatei t  foreign ernbaSJ '. Cr
x-%—.ission i.. W a shin-`on, D. C. , o.' be picked —a `t the N' S
r C3II°E] S;~^ace%raft Center by n c?Slaila ted contact. T^:e ea'_ ascv,
r_ ssion or ot;:er dc_innaa red cor::act may then. fov;vard the data
to the Principal Irvcwtic,wtor or sponsoring a-erlcy.
P_ n. 3 (Other), as requested by the- Principal Investigator and
ag:reee to by NASA.
S.3 s: ny antic Dated delav in scheduled com pletion of the ag=reed
t.?recdy :::inn untinn%:_ . av aUa bil i.LV 0; required
dat- C =` for	 reaSOC.i: ="o-al in ::`r,iazalj be 	u O	 '1tiOt'
aittC ^^ 	'} oL tlit^ :L1iC Mi 	 ri
9. ----.A-% is }:recently in tl:e process of establi :li r, a sys tem :or
ca'i — lc suing and archiving D.31EP investigation date.. '^yTen the NA SA
ar.-I n cMvin- sy ste-m is fins.li?ed, ti-e Principal.
In v es =ig afor v., ill be sent i:i'rJ. i:I? tiOn? v h ch v., ill explain hov., the
systc= ooeratcs.. Theren ter , 6l:e Principal Investigator m2v be
Z'eartc.Sied to aid in the iden. L.Hrica l.- .on of, and the incorporation of
EFLY31-' data related to his investigation into the '.NA5_\ syste:l..
10. Use c : the International Svstu:r: of L': ?}= (SD:
i
;Ica; _ rement 1a 1ucs should be expr cs cd in the international
Syst; n o: Units. Both S1 uni.s,ar.3 	 units can be used V. here
the uzc - SF un i5	 iI n:ii  CC`-'.:?::.:.	 i_Ot1S or r • . 'uce dice.. LISef- 1
yyt
ness c: t.._.	 `%"van bo::-, sy s,te:ns at_ used, Si vni:-s*
t	
stated^I.	 L and aLl^t.i::it.^'y unUs ^'..<<E'.;'•.i^._'rta^ 1. @. ^ 1000 K31 k:..'
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In each case, the report should state 	 system of units was used
for t-he ori1ir al measurements and calcu.' ations.
11, Disposi tion of 1 S A 'Property:
Any magnetic taocs furnished by NASA 'vil1 remain the p-roperty
of 135:x. The Principal jnvestiy?tor %:-ill b y re ponsible for rnann-
tain; --j an accurate record or the. qua.ntit; • of such tapes furnished hirn
and return Li.e sarne' no later than sixmc::'_:s follo. znn com- DIetion
of the inve; tiaa Lion or ::here _ er the data container on theme: has
szr;red its !ice Diu'! D , rz3	 and is no 10n, 	 reC::'-^ ^d .y the i!lSrB t?y^ ^Or
ReLuzn shipment shotad be to:
NASA Iacined Spacecraft Center
Houston, Texas '17056
.Attention: Code FD5 M CIMDF
12, Technical Direction
NASA Technical Direction to the principal Investigator	 tie
through the NASA Technical Monitor and v.-ill be limited to directions
%."hich fill in details, s[= ,r -est possiiAe lines of inquiry or other's"ise more
sipped icall,:, ;ief i nc the	 set io= t:3 in 1, Asa provisions. This te--^! ?ic ?
direction ti. _,l not macerialls" c:t.anfie ;.he i.^_'te nt. of the Tech n ical ;]pproacii -.~r
Tasks Description as stated herein. All such technical direction will
be in writing. The Technical 1 ioritor for tl.is i:iv esti ,ation is:
Mr. Roger D. Hicks 	 .
Code TF6
NASA 'Manned Spacecraft Center
Houston, Tetias -170-59
13. X ASA Snor_ored Conferences
A 'NASZ%, sI 3nsored conference r_!ay be held relative to the ERE-P
Invest-, cc :bons.	 This conference v. ill be for t ;?e p-_spore of presentircr7
.the results of the final report ZL: rnitted. The przncip.:1 irr' estigator
ors if neces ary, his dY_'_bnee agrees to a ttena'' the confere nce if reque-:--:
y
a 	 Principal In estib-ator
Ins tML4Jo.i
Da to  	 Date
ORIGI
OF 'DOOR ^U'
1	 ___1
fi
EXAMPLE
i	 TWe of Investigation	 WUM EROSION OF SOILS
I	 Principal Investigator 	 Claudius .Xenia
Name and address of ----T-
-	
//Principal} inc-estigator's
1	
V: ga ^i Z  ti On
I
i
Date	 September 1972
Type of ,report and	 Quarterly Progress Report for Period
.^	 period covered	 July--September 1972
.`^
t-;
Jl isit' 2_ a.i c.u.si Cam. of	 c-6 Spacecraft•.	 I^ PsS^i L isa;^flj	 national s ponsoring	 Center
i;
-	 agents'	 ^Ilauston, Texas i705-u
F	 •
It igure I. Sample deport Cover
TOPOGRAPHICAL SURVEY DIRECTORATE
DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY:, MINES AND RESOU]
CANADA
APPENDIX B
TO
"INVESTIGATION OF SELECTED IMAGERY FROM
SRYLAB /EREP S190 PHOTOGRAPHIC SYSTEM"
APPENDICES RELATED TO
INVESTIGATION I
8
e!
E
L
i
I
!
APPENDIX B.1
4
RESULTS OF ADJUSTMENTS
OF INVESTIGATION I
i
i
I
!
i
r
I'
!
I
^...$r	 !1	 -`ms`s..>t
IRE-ADJUSTMENT CORRECTION!: INVOLVED
Type of Plate FocalLength Corrections
Lens Dist. Earth Cur. ReseauTransformation # Inches
314 6
315 6
Similarity
314 24 V,
315 24
314 6 y
315 6Similarity
(9-point) 314 24 3
315 24 3
3.14 6 3
315 6 rl
Pro j ectivi.ty
314 24
315- 24
314• 6
315 6 V/Projectivi.ty(9-point) 314 24 Y/
315 24 V/
3D - PATM Model 6
(input - STK1) 314/315
3D - PATM Model 24
(input - STKI) 314./315
3D - Shut Model 24
(input - A/Plotte 3l4-/315 iJ
APPENDIX B.I.-b
ADJUSTMENT RESULTS OF 2--DIMES "-ZONAL TRANSFORMATIONS
Type of Plate Focal Tota #
^
Not % 1	 s'
Transformation # Length Cont. Used og, In Used g Y Pos'n
314 6 29 21 72 319 303 440 8 28 882 175;9 1968
315 6 34 27 79 69 63 93 7 21 418 , 30,7 519
S imilarity 
314 24 30 26 87 90 77 119 4 13 246 261 359
315 24 34 27 79 66 67 94 7 21 136 275 307
314 6 29 9 31 382 352 520 20 599 1131 3280
315 6 34 9 27 73 09 100 25 73 222 1,70 280Similarity
(9--point) 314 24 30 9 30 86
tt
I	 85 121 21 70 140 127 188
315 24 34 9 27 67 77 102 25 73 91 156 -L 0.j
314 6 29 22 76 34 31 46 7 24 943 2076 2280
315 6 34 30 88 32 18, 37 4 12 570 195 603
Projectivity
314 24 30 23 77 25 21 33 7 23 156 207 259
315 24 34 30 88 30 24 38 4 12 129 131 185
314 6 29 9 31 99 '67 120 20 69 518 12 34 1339
Projectivity 315 6 34 9 27 25 22 33 25 73 228 97 248
(9--point) 314 24 30 9 30 24 30 38 21 70 103 120 157
315 24 34 9 27 29 24 37 25 73 66 74 99
x
^a
ADJUSTMENT RESULTS OF 3-DIMENSIONAL TRANSFORMATIONS
Type of
Transformation Model Length
Control # Used R.M.S.	 (meters # Not UsedR.M.S. meters
H V H V K Y Z H v X Y Z
3D — PATM
(input — STK1) 314/315 6"
1.7 17 #
%
12
71
11
65
100 88 72 #
%
5
29
6
35
763 761 1322
Position =	 133 osi t^aia	 1077
3D -- PATM
(input _ STKI.)
3D -- Shut
Input — A/Plotte
3 14/315
3 14/315)
24 rr
24"
17
17
17
28
#
7.
#
%
16
94
17
100.
13
76
27
96
18 19 110 #
%
#
%
1
6
0
0
4
23
1
4
215 354 1483
Position = 26 Position =	 414*
0	 0	 17641 28 114
Position
	 51
ra
i
n
*d
z
tj
H
APPENDIX $.Z
POSITIONAL ACCURACY
OF
S130A PHOTOGRAPHY
WITH RESPECT TO
NATO MAP STANDARDS
s
APPENDIX B.2
1
POSITIONAL ACCURACY W.R.T. NATO MAP STANDARDS
Type
of
Plate
or
Focal
Length
Control Used Control Not Used NATO
MapPosition Inches at of Position Inc:heb	 at .,	 ,.^a	 u^
Traasformation Model Inches Error 1.- 250000 Control Error 1:250000 Control
Class.
meters meters
314 6 440 .069 72 1968 .310 28 C
315 6 93 .015 79 519 .082 21 C
Similarity
314 24 119 .019 87 359 .056 13 C
315 24 94 .015 79 307 .048 21 C
314 6 520 .082 31 1280 .202 69 C
315 6 100 .016 27 280 .044 73 C
Similarity
(9-point) 314 24 121 .020 31 188 .030 70 B
315 24 100 .016 27 185 .029 73 B
314 6 46 .007 76 2280 .359'; 24 C
315 6 37 .006 88 603 .095 12 C
Pxojectivity
314 24 33 .005 77 259 .041 23 C
335 24 38 .006 88 185 .029 12 B
314 6 120 .019 .31 1339 .211 6.9 C
315 6 33 .005 27 248 .039 73 B
Projectivity
(9-Point) 314 24 38 .006 30 157 .025 70 r
315 24 37 .006 27 99 .016 73 A
*d
rti
z
a
r^
.a.
N
APPENDIX B. 2
POSITIONAL ACCURACY W.R.T. NATO MAP STANDARDS
Type Plate Focal Control Used Control Not Used NATO
of or Length Position Inches a^
% Position Inches	 at. 7 of Map
Transformation Model Inches Error 1:254400
.^
Control
(meters
(meters 1:250040 Control 
Clue .
{meters)
3-D PATM 314/315 6 133 .021 71 1077 .110 29 C(input - STKI)
3--D PATM 314/315 24 26 .004 94 414' .065 6 A(input -- STK1)
3-D Shut 314/315 24 51 .008 100 NIL .000 NIL A(input-A/Plotter)
* Not valid; one point only
kAPPENDIX B.3
f
IDENTIFICATION OF GROUND
CONTROL POINTS
INVESTIGATION I
	
E	 ti
I	 [
f
1
{i
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Appendix B.3--3.
SKYLAB -- BAY OF FL's` DY
PLA1NDIETRIC ACCURACY TEST
APS ,954 552
Ground co-•ordinates of selected photo points .La U.T.M. Zone 20.
Point No. E. N. E.-Lev.	 Cfk.) i} Map Sht. No.
1 321 245 4 921 205 B I D 27A/6
2 308 930 4 938 595 55 0 21A/11W
3 293 745 4 954 595 165 2Win
4 267 623 5 030 290 2O0 21H/5
5 286 910 5 040 665 Ifna 21H/5
6 305 670 4 969 055 2 1 0 21A11411
7 320 645 4 977 665 32 0 21A/14W
8 327 030 4 940 910 6LI-S 27AJ11E
9 343 445 4 916 165 285 21A/7W
10 369 840 4 923 510 270 21A17E
11 375 850 4 .954 175 5z^5 21A/10E
12 339 770 4 953 585 1;70 27AJ11E
k 13 354 425 4 982 615 135 2LAJ15W
14 302 400 5 051 385 440 21L;/12E
15 324 275 5 052 370 q 64 21H/11W
16 357 160 4 995 990 665 21H12W
17 378 795 4 986 370 70o 21H12E
18 394 660 4 934 500 45 2IA19W
19 422 820 4 948 255 I 65 11DJ7.2
20 397 300 4 976 240 3x5 27AJ16W
21 388 365 5 005 815 21H/1W
22 362 325 5 032 490 ^^ 21H/7
23 350 170 5 053 890 21H/10W
w^ 24 369 005 5 069 205 21H/15E
N 25 386 500 5 087 370 4"75 21H/16W
^E 26 394 340 5 046 305 130 21H/9W
27 393 995 5 030 395 9a 21H/8 
28 413 120 5 029 650 75 21H/8
29 419 505 5 008 010 140 21H/1E
-c 30 429 860 4 990 065 1 CID 7.1E/4W
!,e 31 436 680 4 969 520 4.70 11DI13
32 459 740 4 970 320 L-20 11DJ13
33 449 340 4 993 260 370 11E/4E
34 437 270 5 014 785 I Z3 . 17.E/5W
35 419 310 5 050 870 &so 21H/9E
36 413 505 5 068 125 u-$0 2111116E
37 405 650 5 088 320 4S 21H/16E
38 418 665 5 102 025 2-7 21TJ1
39 438 160 5 076 265 IS O IIEI13W
40 445 600 5 051 420 4.75 11E/12
L.Cti a2L4.L.(341	 CLLVf -vZ,.1
!I^
2 `-	 Appendix B.3 a
i`
i	 .
I^
.b
=E;
Point No. E. N. Elev.	 (fr.) Map Sht. No.
41 463 720 5 029 665 I4O 11E16W
42 477 050 4 996 870 78 11E/3
43 481 320 4 981 215 90 11DI14
44 494 890 4'991 960 t so 11E/3
45 483 890 5 041 565 575 11E/11E
46 470 635 5 068 585 114-0	 - 11E/14W
47 434 605 5 109 225 38 11L14
l	 I
Appendix B.3--t
Diagrammatic Sketch of SKYLAB Photo 314
SIMILARITY TRANSFORMATION
9-Point Control Distribution
d -- points used on 6 1= format
- points used on 24" enlarged format
- points used in both cases
^-- reseau points
.	 d
Appendix B.3•-b
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Diagrammatic. Sketch of SKYLAB photo 315
-SIMILARITY TRANSFORMATION	 . j
9--Point Control. Distribution	
a
-- points used on 6" format
b - points used on enlarged 24" format
points used on both
- reseau points
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	Diagrammatic Sketch of SKYLAB Photo 814	 ]
'PROJRCTIVITT TRANSFORMATION	 \
9-Point Control Distribution	 ]
1	 \	 !^	 .	 .	 '	 ®]
G - points used on 6" format
& - points used of 12" enlarged format
	
(	 - points used in both cases
	
{	 - reseal points	 .	 \ ^
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Appendix B.3--b
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Diagrammatic Sketch of Skylab Photo 315
f	 PROJECTIVZTY TRANSFORMATION
9--Point Control Distribution
w
points used on 6 11 format
points used on 24" enlarged format
points used in both cases
€	
-
- reseau points

4 Jul 74
MAPPING AND CHARTING ESTABLISMMNiT
ColkipmATION DIVISZO'N
AS11A SECTION
NUAS A S.MUB PLANU•ETRIC ACC UI C TEST FOR E€Et
1. Request: An absolute orientation of two (2) S -kylab film positives
and supply the following information and manuscript tc
Energy, Mines and Resources:
a. the scale of the model after absolute orientation;
b. a model point coordinate listing of common points
observed;
c. a listing of reseau intersection coordinates, observed
monocularly on each diapositive;
d. listed differences at model scale of common points
observed;
e. a pencil trace of coastal outline (including island at
"A" shorn on print) at scale of 1/250,000.
2. Requested by: Mr A. Sturrock -- Dept of Energy, Mines and Resources.
3. Date of Request: 2 July 1974
4. Source Information:
a. Camera Station 5 of Multispectral System S190A.
1
b. Calibrated "f" - 6 1 ° (original format)
c. Format Size ; 70 mm Coriginal)
d. Flying Height -- 425 km (average) i
e. Lens Distortion -- Nil. (alleged distortion free)	 1
f. Size of Reseau - 20 m_ru (at ori.ai.nal format size)
g. Reseau Origin Assume centre intersection is the PP.
No offset to be applied.
....j2
- 2 -
k
h. Atmospheric Refraction - Nil
j. Film Dist. Correction - Nil.
^f
	
S. Source Material:
a. Flagged Film. Positives 314-315
b. Annotated Prints	 314-315
! I 	c. Film clip of Second Generation 70 min size Diapositives	 z'
$	 d. Ground Horizontal Coords and Map Identities of 	 f 16'
annotated points, done 20.
e. Extracts from Skylab Data Publications.
6.	 AS11A F ,:-ocedure:
a. Find Photo Scale.
b. Record Reseau Intersections (monocularly).
c. Perform a material evaluation.
d. Prepare Model D4 a..
e. Compute radius of the earth.
f. Compute enlargement factor and principal distance.
t^
ii g. List map derived elevations.
;.,
h. Perform a relative orientation.
s
"
'
j. Perform an absolute orientation.
k. Read points and run throu;h a linear adjustment.
M. Compile shoreline of the Say of Fundy,
n. Model Scale after absolute orientation. was 1j667167.
7.	 Adjustment Results - with linear terms
x = STD	 36.56 metres
y STD '" 26. R "r metres
ELV = SID = 1'.8.00* or 45.11 metres
a ../3
VY
1
#^	 I
^z	
I
i^t
r
^	
1
9^h
JA
= z
4{i
Sir
k^ti
y
F
-3-^	 n .
is
z
8. Remarks;	 3
a. Photo reproduction of the film positives was poor.
b. Relative orientation was very difficult and some pockets
of parallax Caere impossible to remove. I believe a
Lens Distortion Correction' is needed. E
i
c. Earth's radius was introduced iL to ttLe AS11A System	 4
not the Adjustment.
d. Some water elevations were picked up to aid the
Vertical Adjustment. It appears that with more vertical
control, the vertical adjustment improves.	 i 7
3
9. Completion:	 4 July 1974
t
i
P VP P
F F F
F F F
MCNSURA'1'm MATERTAI, EWLUATION - ASIIA
JOB NO. & NAME: dASA	 SKYLAB	 P1 UTOG: P or F
	
FRAME PHOTO N04 :	 31 14 ,^ 	 ^
EV.-kLUAT10N BY:	 .3• G•	 DALCITY	 MaC•E.	 ^ DATE: 2 / JULY 1974
I
goodLegend:	 N - Nib., VP - very poor, P -- poor, F -- fair,	 G -- good, VG	 ver}
PHOTO #	 31 4 yl	 PHOTO #
	
315
y3 Reseau	 FA 1 R	 53
•
"Reseau
^
FAIR
4
P P Density	 PO OR P P Density ` POOR
Contrast POOR Contrast POOR
F F Features POOR F F Features BOOR
Film defects SCRATC ES -Film defects SCR AT
F F FILM	 IS	 TOO	 DARK F F FILM	 IS TOO DAPK
H4 n7	 S^ 7
Gen. Definition: FAIR	 Gen. Definition: FAIR
MODEL: :«- ;pis
k	 Percent. Stereo: 959
f
PHOTO #	 PHOTO #
Reseau	 Reseau
Density	 Density
Contrast	 Contrast
Features	 Features
Film defects	 Film defects
Gen.- Definition:
	
Gen. Definition:	 `?
MODEL:	 V.
Percent. Stereo:
Remarks:
	
	 1
•
 FILM REPRODUCTION IS THE CAUSE OF SOME AREAS OF POOR
 DEF INITION AND CONTRAST
2• RE SEAUS ARE NOT CLEAR AND PRONOUNCED*
3• SONZ CLOUD AR EAS.
—s
;e
i'
^.L
I.
F
-----------
4ASA SKYLAB PLANIMETRIC tiCCURACY TEST
AS11A PLOTTER H.C.E.
MAP DERIVED ELEVATIONS FOR HORIZONTAL CORTROL
POINT NUMBER	 ELEVATION IN FEET
310
5501,
3 65.
u 200-
160-
6 210,
? 320-
8 645-
9 285.
10 270
11 545,
12 670,
13 185
14 490-
15 9 64 -
16 . 665,
17 700-
18 115.
19 165.
20 325
21 630-
22 295,
23 225•
214 50-
25 475•
26 130
2? 90
28 15-
29 1140-
30 190-
31 470 -
32 1420,
33 370-
34 123,
35 630-
36 480,
37 45-
38 27.
150•
- ^Y
fo
 
c
y
 
c
y ) ;:r in
 to
 r-
PIRE'PARATIOr1 FORM - AS1I A
Class.if^.ed: ^r^ ^ iio t
COMPUTE ?ROTO SCALE
Job: NASA SKYLAB	 Line:	 11.0. No.
_ 15	 4?
Photo: 314-315
18 j^- "',,(	 44
DE ASUIRIED PH(rL n DISTANCE
Diagonal No..1	 -- .259
	
mfrs
Diagonal No. 2	 = .256
	
mgrs
C0MPUTED GROUND DISTANCE
- E .T.
Diagonal No. 1	 Pointe	 15 324 275 5 052 370
Point	 44 494 890 4 991 960
AE= 170615 AN= 60 410
bE2 -^- oN2 --	 180994.05 metres
Photo Scale No. 'I =	 .1:	 698 819
Diagonal No. 2	 Point	 18 394 660 4 934 500
Point	 47 434 605 5 109 225
& E=	 39 945 AN= 174 725
dE2 -t- at.	 179232.88	 metres
Photo Seale 1To . 2 = 1 : ?00 128
Average Photo Scale =
 1: 699 4-13
}j.:
t;
Computed by: __a c DALG ITV Checked by: D3Je• 2/.:^L ^,I
it
[s
i,
RES-AU INTERSECTION COORDIN,kTES OBSERVED
MON )CULARLY ON EACH D I APOS I 1 VE
DIAPOSITIVE 314	 DIAPOSITIVE 315
41 n 80.533 51 x 80.533
y 80.635 v 80.833
42 x 0,008 :52 x 0.003
Y 80.608 Y 80.608
43 x - 80.487 53 x -- 80.490
y 80.612 y 80.615
44 x - 80.505 54 x -- 80.515
Y 0.025 Y 0.028'
45 x 0.000 55 x 0.000
Y 0.000 Y 0.000
•46 x 80.550 56 x 30.553
r 0.018 Y 0.003
47 x 80.590 57 x 80.583
x -- 80.660 y -- 80.670
48 x 0.003 58 x -	 0.007
Y - 80.655 Y - 80.655
49 x - 80.562 59 x -- 80.577
Y -- 80.612 Y - 80.615
PIP-, '111UVPJ.0M
-
 INIUM f:::
dr COMPUTE	 rHItR4f.,'T- 13AL 1)T'.,9'ANCE OF I)IAPOSITIVE	 I101114AL P11OTO(JftA.F1FZ
^^ NO Ct-FACT011 APPLIED
JUb: 	 NASA	 SKYLAB	 Lji-ie:	 W.O. No.	 Photo.;:	 314-3_15
C -	 a type:
Lens ' Yp^-
Lens number:
Date of calib,.-
un
pham 3/4	 4V Cal focal length	 15". 400
CALIBRATED FIDUCIAL DIST'^NCES (m.m.)
43 - ,41 1 	 11o. 000	 47	 _000 47 -49	 40 .000	 49, - 4	 40-000
Averaged Calibrated Distano, 40.000
OBSERVED FIDUCIAL COORDINATES: Plate No.:	 314
Ca, x -80 - 487	 -.lZ9N.. x -80	 562	 ziF-7' -i- '+ 80 :590	 41 x'	 +80-533
y	 80 ._612	 Y -80	 612	 y -80.660	 y _80.635-
OBSERVE- D DISTANCES:
43 -J-4i 161 . 020	 161. 295
	
161.152 49	 161 .224
Averaged Ob,--,--rTcd	 Distance
-------	 161	 1727J
t
161 1758
A'-T-ERr--G-- D %-1-SEWIED DISTANCES 4.0293
e:mcsures used)	 ICALIBRATED DISTANCES
40.0000
C-A.L. —,TO-C-L	 XPrF?11TCIP..tL DT5TA?,T'wj!j
614.,,653
J
si	 Cora'-pated ly:_ G., 1M. DA LC I VC-ac-eked by:	 'Date-. 2/ JULY.
OUIGINAL PAGE IS
OF POOR QUALYff
COMMITE,
	 iZINCIPAL
	
OF DIAITK27VIVE r1r)	 GI, ( r,",r-,t I li)
ORIF IRVED VIDUCIAL C001101MATES: P I 'a t c-- 14r3
X.	 - 30. 490 80-577 X +80 583 (51 1 + 8Q - 5Z3
y +30 . 615	 Y	 80.615 y -80. 670 Y 4 80 .633
161	 023	 ,51.
	 5,3 161 .303 57 -.59 161	 160 -59	 53 161. 23
AVERAGED OBSMVED Di.r,,TANCE	
-	 ^ 161 1790•
%
Plate No.:
A t	 -K BI	 x C' x D'
Y Y Y Y
A t	 B I BI	 - C I C' D I DI	 A'
AVE-RAGED 01-31"JERVED DISTANCR
............ .............. .
Plate No.:
A ?
	X BI	 x C, x DT - x
Y Y y
A s - B I
	 I	 C'	 C'	 DI	 D'	 A'
AVERAGED OB3BRVED D 1S T :":C
Computed by:	 Checked by:	 Date:
oRIGINPX PAGPM
OF POOR QUALRY
^A
TASiIA PIZE-PARATIOM
	
C t- 5 S I F 117-:% D	 16L-i—S-1
t	
A t
	
W.ofA 	 Model (-S)	 314.1.315--.--mov
chcdk —1y,pa. of- Work, Raquir,atrwzn!- 	 produtHon Training Q4zar.	 .rld'tag.,	 WA
	
DJ4	 ,-Cawq4Jati* --u,O[Iiar.
PHoTOGRAPHY.
T3	
FRAME-	 61 
1 
14.,653mm,
	
25 K M
COMPLITE GEAR RATIOS.
699478
	
Required Manua Scale -a	 I a- 25000.0
QoHo	 phofo scole /Mcahuscyir^ 5001 %
	 I : 2.?98	 1
Cicsesi . 	U(zar tables
'-Cale ^o be Used	 m	 shzdiv o o 1	 6-66
Eatsr,5 io ba usecl	 PI-OT-rr-- r,	 Co-020INATOGRAPI-I
Ei]
A.
L',
666.5	 mm rcts. A
2186.6?5
C6FqVRP.-.,SI0N- FACTORS AT MODr--I- SCALE OF
"Scola denom;ncl	 00A	 ^oy/.10
A
GGG Soo
Q-ADILM, of
6 378 000	
.1000
5cclia Darwomi' cnFor
(Z =r--,
-
9
, 60
"P, TY
F	 ; NASA SO L A S
CC.:APU ► E	 GROUWD CONT. To MODEL SCALE
Hor: - Ground Co- ord/A = Modal Co-ord.
6.) E I ¢v. in •m¢Fras/A = AAoda l. F-Icv in m.m.
i ouc-L dll`i=. ELCV. ^M0DrL Dir-P.
t~
	 %,A
—t
NORTHINIG FROM iZEF (ma! rcr) (m.m.) FR' pr1^ RCR
780.450 •h69.850 975 FT .446 +.15 8 C1
7632.963 022.363 475 FT ;217 -.071 C2	
_
•192.02t
7510.600 0.000 630 FT .288 .000 r< 4 r	 r O i N,
163.0'71
7433.121 -77.479 535 F- .245 -.043 C1
144.7131  ..
7456. 144 -54,45.6 
1
11'15	 1: t .217 -: .071 C2
^F-Zw . Iii
 
GA3TI NIG
15 II 324 275
25 11	 386 500
21	 ^ 	 388 365
11
	
375 850
31	 !^	 438 680
,f
1
MODEL.
EA.ST1 N G
RIFF.
FROA& RE>; DRTW1I^1G
486.534 • - 96,159 5 052 370
579.895. -	 2.798 5 087 370
582.693 0.00QJ 5 005 815
	
563, 916 	- 18.777 1 __ 4 954 175
	655..184	 72.1491 1 '4 969 520
r.
I	 a^	 bauW	 —	 l.^"..•	 '+.^*^._-ri-r	 _	 2'^i	 --.	 t	 ^,^47	 r:_	 .....	 _..	 .. .,...
	
¢F .-a ^.... ..	 -. .•_..	 .._...	 ...
	
^,.	 r	 g
_..	 d_	 4h	 {	 ^nC.ui}f	 Ezia' f	 i	 ]	 c	 t	 i	 -v.;.;^
2 0 ^= 2
Zone:	 20	 • Mcc[al Scclla- 	 666500
V¢r1r :' t ^ Ei ¢V. innaha:. 
r
Operators Remarks Final. Residua. Y Parallax
Completion Time:	 hrs	 mins
•
1
1
2
4
5
6
7
$
10
11
12
Final. Iteration No.
I
i
}
i
}
Note: Items marked with asterisks :rust also be recorded on the Shutdown Tape. 	 {
f
C lass 1 Licd: -Y4-z. a
,
^.	 SHUTI)OWN - AS I t A I US f'Ettli^tl [IT READINGS
* Line:	 Model: (L)	 14	 (R)	 15Job: r^A s^fi K ^r ^_ e^	 _._.	 ^.	 ^
rtf ter: () Interior	 (x) Relative	 ( ) P.A.G.	 ( } F. A. O,
Focal Length: 614,653
-
-Earth Curv. Factor:	 [t 56f}	 Lase () in ( ) out
jtoeel Point
2.Q 2. 8.	 -
.Ym 	 .7. 5.  5, 0,
Em	 0.0 5-01
Sketch of Shutdou-n Point
Photo Point
X 1
	,; 5	 2, S. 2.  5, x2 -	 4 , 5.6. 3=0,
Y 1 -,	 . 7r5 .5. 0^ Yz	 ^-- . 8 .7 , 4, 0,
ORIENTATION ELEMENTS
Photo No. Photo No.
1	 7 1	 7
3 1 4 0 0^ E -3,1t5;0;Oi
8	 1^ 8	 14
bx1 •	 '
L^!	 0_0^_0.
bx2 ^5`0.00:0:
is	 21 CARD is	 2 1 CARD :'.=2
22	 26 22	 28
bz 1
^{ 6^ 1i 4; 6 5 3 bzz +;61•;2^g73E
^ 1 ^-F	 ,	 ^	 .	 I	 ,	 I0 00 0 0 K2 ^-^-^	 , 0a_0 ,0 , o f 9.
W 1 ,.,	 moo, o, o _a, o W2 4- 1 	0.0, 0	 1, o
1 '1 r_..	 0w O. O	 Q	 0 1 02 5. 4 . 8.
4
i
Operator: G . G.' DA LG I T Y
	
Date:	 4_	 j';
(Anss11112d: -Yr= /Pia
SHUTE)OWN — AS  LA INS'f!?[1LMEN RKADINGS
Job:	 NASA SKYLAB	 Line:	 Modal: (L)	 314	 (R)	 315
	
7
'};:i	 After: { ) Interior	 } Relative{	 P.A.O. r ' ( ) .A.0.
I s^^
	
t	 Focal Length: 61 '^n53	 Earth Curv. Factor:	 q-9F;n T	 Base (x) in ( 1 out
b	 Model. Point
'.T 'i   ,. 2 -9. 7 ,0   iPl	 DUMP	 PT.' ^ 
Ym L_ ,	 .7.9 .1 ,5, 314	 0	 315
EM y	 [0  "l	 -	 .	 . 0 4 V	 0. 8
k
Sketch of Shutdown Point
Photo Point
X1 .+.	 5 2 e8 1 3 0 x. 	 ,4 5 4 6 2 _0
Y 1 7550 Yz	 ._	 ,8740
ORIENTATION ELEMENTS
Photo No. Photo No.
E 7 7
f	 3E 1141 0101 3	 1^5;0'0
B	 14 a	 14
bx 1
— t 16 1516	 7'0` bx2	 j-'	 3 r 9.1	 :6	 5
1s 21 CARD #1	 1s	 21
by, iT	 j '3iu	 5 151 -	 bt2	 '1	 :84	 2^
• -22	 28 22	 28
bz1 + 161 43;0 9I5^ bz2	 ;x;66	 3.5 ,0 ^O
K 1 ,-^	 0.0,0 ,0,0, K	 0.0,0 0 9,2
II I L -1-L - 	 , 0,2 , 7	 2	 0 W2	 r^-.	 0,2,7 3 t o
-	 1 ^1	 $ ,o o. 02	 —:	 1 -,0,2 ,5 3
CARD #2
Operators Remarks Final Residual Y Parallax
Completion Time:	 hrs	 mires 1
2
3
4
5
e
7
8
9
10
11
12
Final Iteration No.
Nate: Items marked with asterisks must also be recorded on the Shutdown Tape. 	
/f
G.G.DA.LG(TT	 4/7/74x Operator:
	
Date: ____r_.___
I	 I	 l	 I	 I
ALSOLIMN UP. „"NTATTUN - SCALTNG
1.
SCALL ^ACi311 14U. 2 _ CP _ 201 .00325	 =	 1 -00256
b1ocQ . 31 4 -315
SCALE	 E (GI?.;I7)
VGO',AL r	 1 1 r,.,	 .•,.
CO,N; ROL AT 1: 666 1300 	 S Cl! LE	 ?d JPET, AT 1;
1•A lc 	 Y(-.Microns	 Ec 1-ficrons	 7= Microns	 Ym M cro:cs	 Erg Microrm	I4: Ec - Ew.
5 -96,15-9 ,.q	 50 44 - 5	 25 9ti^-
	
5 4^
1 72	 q -.-a4_	 5 7 ^l	 Qq
- 
B7-,2q 5
 ;
-- 1 ?	 3 7 - 103.323 182.2 1 ::- 8 . 185
CO:,LROL DISTAifi.7''., = CD	 + Y c -i- r.	 hil]I}EL DISTANCE = t•TF =	 + Y2 -i-4	 C	 C	 ul	 :I!
CD 	 ?t1 ., 710?Q ^.. _	 ;yin = ^ 209_40943___
SCAw , y ^CTUP :^^ . 1 = 2P ,^ 209.51099	 _ 1X00005
:r''
	 1•^ - 209.49943	 '-^
n Tr. -7fiv3 T- ?Tl . ^7 i
CJ'ROL	 1	 (^ n^r+ 	 nn	 -	 S GnAh 41 y	 14OPT' AT 1 •	 SCA? ; (G2137-0
LYficVc Microns	 i-licronc ^	 Microns3L .7'm ^'.icrcnc *ia Microns i	 :m iicrn»s i Ec -
11 -18.77	 - 77.479 .245 -45.765 - 71.127 175
25 - 2.798	 i	 122.363
-2 1 	 57
.217 50.123
- 95.888
104.948
-176.075
.125
.050
PONMOL T 1STANCE. = OP =	 G + YG + E2	 MOTEL PISTANOB = 10	 ^^t `}' -Y^ + Er^t
CD = 201 00325	 W1 -200-4q17
bID	 200.4917 .
A GE
B2 TEL
SCAL N = l : 1 001
2, II^L SCALING PROCErM24,
STEP ITU. 1 Select the Model Diagonal which is closest to the desired scale.
STEP 11J. 2 Multiply the scale factor times bx, by, and. bz .
(bxl) - (bx2 )^ -
 (bx)	 (Scale rpctor) I- (Scaled bx) , (bxl )	 (Scaled bz)	 (Corrected bx2)
(byl )
	
(by 2 )	 (by)	 (.scale rRactor)	 (Scaled by)i ` (byl )	 (Scaled by) - (Corrected bv2)
(bzl )	 -(b z 2 )
N	
 - I (bz)	 (Scale Ar_ctor)	 (Scaled bz) 1(bz l )	 (Scaled' bz)	 (Corrected bz2}
STEP U. _l Enter the corrected bx2 , by2, and bz2 valuss-
STEP ITO. 4 Read and punch selected moftl diagonal point coordinates and verify the
desired scale.
Pt I 1	 Pt i 3	 Pt 1 ID	 AZ 	 ft	 ^ OFER,- iU_ RS M- MARK S :
•	 ,T	 r
Pt 1F2 Q	 bZ	 ft
Pt 193 ID	 LI Z 	 ft
Pt -^ 4 ID	 A %	 ft
ORIGINAL PAGE .B
	 ^: : ^
Pt a4	 p•t`A2	 OF POOR QUALITY
	
/
7 ^7
`"Lf	 4-^' ! i(lFMA1-UR' G. G. DA l.G 1 f Y	 ?'ATE: 4!
APPENDIX C
TO
"INVESTIGATION OF SELECTED •IMAGERY FRONT
3KYLABIEREP 5130 PHOTOGRAPHIC SYSTEM"
APPENDICES RELATED TO
INVESTIGATION II
k-^ STANDARD WROR OF ME OBSERVI.TTON, ROLL 47 AND 23,
BLACK AM WME
j
ROLL
TYPE
T'MME to. OF
POI:uu'S
ux
IN tN
OY
IT 10
312 R 53 0.007 0.009
313 L 53 0. [307 0.008
Ralf 313 R 57 0.005. 0.008
47 .314 L 57 J.Ocb 0.009
B & W 314 R A 0.007 6.008
315 L 74 0.007 0.009
315 R 96 0.o06 0.007
316 L 96 0,005 MOT
Roll 23 185 L _43. 0.011 0.01T
B & w 185 R 43 0.010 0.016
l"4
3iOTE : L and R indicate he left and  right half of a We==
respectively.
tl
{
.3
t
a
14{
APPENDIX C.2
' ••-	 CU,?CY' OF EEL : E ORIEiTATIOIT
Roll __odnl !`:o.	 o_ opf 14= ^1n;^
T--me Po? nts
T ?? ] Y1 rT" 3
1
44
Roll X123 51 0.{]09 6.024
Bow ..13 54 4.010 0.032
III
1 . 71 0.011 0.041
l! 3156 95 0.004 0.022.
jIIf
3323 51 0.013 G:429
u Roll 3134 54 0.012 0.031
Colour 3f	 5 74 0.43 O.Q32
3j-56 96 0.010 0.02+
'^ Ro13. 1834 20, 4.010 m24
( 23
B & W 18.5 41 0.033. 0,027
*	 €	 3
18 6. 43 0.008 0.01T
14gQ 2 0.012 0.029 1
14011 1541 49 0.011 0.025 ^	 3
I
4
83^
Colour 1512 4T 0.010 0.020
1523 35 0.009 0.021 
;4
two digits of the rxodel indicate the two frames
use	 to form the r^ociej; a pf = stat''..^ -`"d error OT t^^ Zi ^^
I of car es-oo_1.d-.ng, rays; May- Vay	 maxi^ltM va uis! 0" 1^£S? dL- Z P2r3.1lax ^t
Crot-~ad Scale :one SCa:.e
49 . 4 63.2 0.0l8 0.02.E '.
67.8 0. 017 0.02 -
L 4.0. 82.0 0.0_6 G.030,, E
412.0 77.1 0.015 0.028
76.6 74.6 0.028 0.027
80.4 83.6 0.031 0.030
56.7 65.2 0.020 0.024,
35.9 33.7 0.012 0.012
35.6 46. 1 0.012 o.016
Y
35 . 3 34.7 0.012 0.012	 ^T
19.1 28.5 0.020 1	 0.030 s
22.3 15.9 0.023 0.017
'Ii
_g.9 22.8 0 fl 21 0.42 4
26.8 19.8 0.028 0.021 f	 I
29.8 24.1 0.031 0_025
Checl-t
paint. S
1Z'eject
7
1g
9'
18
7
5
7
4
4
5
1
1
2
;i
APPENDIX C.3
i	 ROOT MiMil SryU-APB APO- OF D1 SCE ?4?TCkES AT
7
ME CK POINTS
i
Flo. of I ?':o. of(	 Roll	 11.3del	 Control Check
1 Type	 iPv-r-- btis	 ?o?n4s	 points
tU S url.,D 43
F.oll
47
Strip 9
LI 3145 rEB 
3156
Poll
Strp 9
Lj 46 31.5 4
Colour 3156 4
is
Poll S rip 6
E 23 1845 4
w 1856 4
l Svr3p 9
Roll 1490 4
83.
Colour 1501 4
' L 1512 4
l'. 1523 4
1 (i
lE
4 '
164
191
58
58
196
64
87
81
34
37
130
41
?E8
46
33
^- _,._.-.	 E _ ^
	
^;.L.^	 1.""1^LL! iL^J3TJ lJ^.'^3^J ^'^bvvr}.Li•1L'aYr.r-	 ^ - .-	 h..... ..-	 ..- ^ _.	 ^. _..^	 .^ ^-.	 ^L
s
ISM S,B Model Points Pitting 11C cur acy9
No. of Ground Scale 'Image Scale N6: of Ground Scale ITn ).rxc Scale
IIX uY cr ux I,y a' Contra uPX 3JFY JJFX PryRoll Model
Type Model Points in m in mu1 in m -in mm in run in 1nm Points in m in m in in mm
Strip 122 23.1 25.0 36.9 0.008 0.009 0.013 43 35.1 29.0 0.013 01010
Roll
117 Strip 108 16,3 20.1 2",, .9 0.006 0.007 0.010 9 17.11 22.2 0.006  0.008
B&W 3111 5 11, 8.0 10.2 18.3 0.003 0.00 11 0.007 11 8.0 10.2 0.003 0.0011
3156 4 21.6 5.7 31.6 0.008 0.002 0.011 11 21.6 5.7 0 . 008 0.002
Strip 112 26.6 38.7 50.1 0.010 0.01 11 0.018 9 29.7 311 .6 o.011 0.012
Roll
46 • 3145 4 28.1 23.1 51.1 0.010 0.008 0.019 11 28.1 23.1 0.010 0.006
colour 3156 11 111.1 19. 8 34.4 0.005 0.007 0.012• 11 111.1 19.8 0.005 0.007
Roll Strip 32 13.6 lo.4 21.2 0.005 0.00 11 0.007 6 18.6 18.4 0.006 0.006
23- 18 115 4 15.11 17. 3 32.8 0.005 0. ooh 0.011 11 15.11 17.3 0.005 o . 006
BOT -1856 11 12.6 6.2 19.5 ' 0.0011 0.002 0.007 4 12.6 6.2 0.00 1 E 0.002
Sj;rip 83 7.1 8.2 12.9 0.007 0.009 0.013 9 12.0. 15.2 0.013 0. 016
roll
83
lh go 11 14. n
^^ 
4 15.0 0.005 0, 010 0. oi6 11 4 , 9 9	 ,^. - , 0.005 a.OlO
Colour 1501 11 6.0 9.1 15. 11 o.006 o.00g o.o16 4 6.o• 9.1 o.006 0.009
1512 4 5 .0- 8.'2 13.6 0.005 0.009 0.01 11 4 5.0 8.2 0.005 0.009
1523 4 1.7..1. 13,6 211.8 0.012 0.01 1E 0.026 11 11.1 13.6 0.012 0.0111
z
n
nett; ljX, pY x root iurutu. square error of all. model points;
C; = standard deviation of unit weight of the adjustment;
W-7, ti,ll'Y = rook jvcrta oqujare
 
error of the ground cor)Lrol po!..,.t^s.
_.	
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APPENDIX D
TO
"INVESTIGATION OV SELECTED IMAGERY FROM
SKYLAB/EREP 5190 PHOTOGRAPHIC SYSTEM"
APPENDICES RELATED TO
INVESTIGATION Ila
APPENDIX D.1
CORRECTIONS FOR SYSTEMATIC ERRORS
OF THE
IMAGE COORDINATES
Extracted from the
Technical Report
on
"Aerial Triangulation with SKYLAB Photography and High Altitude
Aircraft Photography - Consideration of SKYLAB Orbital Parameters"
by
M.E.O. Ali
Research Assistant
Department of Photogrammetry
Universite Laval
Quebec
July, 1975
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I1-4 Correction for Systematic Errors of he 'Image Coordinates
One of the advantages n- analytical photogrammetry is the possibility of
correcting for systematic image errors. The film deformation correcti.cn will
be discussed in Section II-4-a. For the lens distorsion correction, a new
method was tested and used. This method will be
--
explained in Section II-4-b.
An explanation for a refraction correction being ansignificant for SKYLAB
L^	
photography, as well as the algorithm used for the refraction correction of
(	 H.A. photography will be given in Section II-4-c.
u
II-4-a Film Deformation
The causes and the correction of film deformation have been
studied by many authors; see for example Keller (ll), Ziemann (23, 24)4
Vlcek (22) and Tewinkel (20).	 After a careful-review of previous investi-
gations, the following polynomial was used to correct for film deformation:
xF = xm + a l + a2x + a3y + a4xy + a 6X2 + asy2 + a.7xy2 + •asx2y
(2.l)
yF ym	 b I + b2x + b3y + b4xy + b 5x2 + b 6y2 + b7xy2 + b823r
where,
xF, yF are the photo coordinates after film deformation correction,
xm, ym are the measured phot(i coordinates, and
al
	a8, b	 b8 are the sixteen polynomial coefficients
to be determined.
Fo- the SKYLAB photography, the nine reseau marks yield
^I	
Peighteen equations. A computer rograin, FILMDEFO, was-written to use ag	 Q	 P
Least squares technique for determining the coefficients, and, afterwards,
.J
to compute the corrected. coordinates xF, yF for any given point whose
measured coordinates are xm, ym• From the output of the program, it was
12
found that tvo to three iterations were n :cessary to determine the coeFfi-
l
cients. The variance of the unit weight after adjustment ranges from
^	 a
106.1 p2 to o.1 1?;with an average of 8.1 112 . Table 2.2 gives the variances
of the unit Freight for various SKYLAB photographs as they were obtained from
the output using the FILMDEFO program.
For the H.A. photography, it was felt, in view of the type
j	 of film used (Aerochrome Infrared 2143), that the film deformation is
larger and more significant. Unfortunately, no reseau marks are a-ailable
and the eight fiducial marks had to be used. If the polynomial given by
Equation 2.1 is used, then, this would give sixteen equations to determine
sixteen unknown coefficients. It was thought that eventually anotherg 	 Y	 type
of polynomial would fit better the film deformation of the H.A. photography.
For this reason the following two polynomials were also used and tested
against the one given by Equation (2.1).
I
xF = xm + a, + a2x + a3y + a4xY + a5x2 + a6Y2
(2.2)
YF = . Ym + b ) + b2x + b3Y + by.xy + b 5x2 + b6Y2
xp = xm + a l + a2x + a3Y + a4xy
(2.3)
YF = Ym + b l + b2x + b 3Y + b4xy
where
XF, yp, x m , ym, and al ,... a., b 1 ,.. b6 have the same meaning
as defined for Equation (2.1).
Table 2.3 gives the variances of unit weight for each H.A.
photograph using Polynomials (2.2) and the variances of unit weight range
from ±154 to ±54 V2 and are slightly larger £or Polynomial (2.2).
1!	 1	 1	 1	 1	 1	 1
i.^
3
t
E	 .;
ij
II
ii
L^
I t
Orbit No.	 Roll No,	 Plate No.	 ''ariance of unit
weight (u2)
14	 23	 183	 4.-0
184	 4.1
185	 1.9
186
	
8,3
24	 183 0.1
184 1.0
185 0.7
186 4.1
Absolute amount of
maximum residuals
l.8
1.9
1.1
2.5
0.2
0.9
0.8
1.8
52	 •47 .312 2.9 1.2
?13 7.3 2.3	 E	 ,
314 3.9 1.4
t
315 2.4 1.2
•
316 7:1 2.3
i
48 312 106.1 9.1 3
.
313 0.4
1
0.4
314 0.9	 - 0.8	 1
315 0.9 0.7
316 1.5 1.0	
J
a
Table 2.2 - Variances of unit weight and maximum residuals 	 (SULAB film
deformation, l8 equations with 16 unknown polynomial coefficients) ,
E	 Table 2.3 - Variances of :iris Freight and maximum residua
deformation, H.A.— photography
4
Ho, of Variances ?of unit wei g hts 	(	 ) Absolute amounts of
photograph maximurn residuals	 'P
f ` 12 coeff. 8 coeff. 12 coeff. 8 coeff.V
 V
Vx V
15188 258 242 18 2 22 15
15189 269 200 17 3 22 16
15190 274 200 17 4 22 15
15191 194 100 15 4 16 9-
15192 320 200 18 8 21 22
15193 400 300 21 6 21 22
f, 25181 390 300 15. 4 30 19
25182 320 300 18 4 24 18
25183 400 300 21 3 27 15
25184 410 300 22 1 27 15
E. 25185 250 200 17 3 22 14
25186 330 200 20 5 28 14
If 35175 290 200 18 2 23 14
35176 390 300 21 3 25 21
'. 3517 d00 3^^ nl 4 '24 lip
E 35178 360 300 21 5 27 17
35179 270 200 18 3 24 16
35180 360 -	 300 20 6 28 22
45169 400 300 20 4 28 1.3
_
'	 45170 540 400 26 4 31 17
a
i 45171 370 300
21 3 27 12
45172 400 300 22 5 28 14
45173 290 200 17 6 24 15
45174 430 300 22 6 27 19
Average	 346	 260
,Ii.
I	
L_.
^	 L
The corrected .00rdinates xF, yF for all points measured on the photography,
using either Polynomial (2.2) or Polynomial (2.3),were compared with the
ones using Polynomial (2.1). Table 2.4 shows the standard residual errors
resulting from this comparison and for eac-- H.A. photography.- it can
be seen from this table that the maximum and minimum differences.are 10.3 u,
and 1.44 respectively, while the average is about 4 V .
 
Based on this
analysis, it can be concluded that Polynomial 2.2 yields a better approxima-
tion for the film deformation of the H.A. photography than Polynommial. 2.3.
Also, it.,becomes evident that the values xF, yF, calculated from Polynomial
2.2 are more close to the ones calculated by using Polynomial 2.1 when com-
pared with those calculated using Polynomial 2.3.
As a consequence of this analysis and based on previous
investigations, it was decided to use Polynomial 2.1 for the correction of
the film deformation.
II-4--b Lens Distortion
The SL'YLAB S-190A camera design requirement for the image
matching of point sets at each image angle 0 (26) was that, when using the
, six lenses,the image points would be within an ellipse of dimensions 20-tang-11
tangentially by 10 u radially. The lens distortion match test was performed
by ITEK Corporation, Lexington, Mass. The results of this test are given in
(26) and were available to the author. In the test, the readings were taken
every 20 off-axis along four diameters. This gives a total of 48 readings
as shown in Figure 2.1. In view of the good quality of the SKYLAB camera
lenses and of the small image size (7 x 7 cm), it was decided to correct
the lens distortion for all image coordinates:. After a review of some of
F -,	 the publications which discuss the lens distortion and its correction
r L
1
6	 ^j
E
i
k ^^
i
i.
I
i
i
t^
16
Igo.	 of Standard residual errors (O Absolute amotints of
photograph Maximum residuals
	 (u,
12 coeff. 8-coeff. 12 coeff. 8 coeff.
x y 1. X y X -Y X Y--
-15188 ±6.8 :-1.4 ±9.0 ±1w.7 10.9 1.8 13.9 25.0
15189 8.7 1.4 12.7 16.2 16.5 2.6 21.9 27.0
15190 6.5 2.1 9.5 11.2 13.9. 3.6 20.3 19.8
15191 6.0 _	 1.7 7.0 10.6 12.3 3.4 13.9 13.9
15192 6.7 2.8 7.3 15.0 15.7 7.5 13.7 21.7
15193 10.3 3.4 10.3 20.1 19,5 5.1 20,3. 27.0
25181 7.1 1.7 11.2 16.8 10.6 2.6 21.9 21.3
25182 5.3 1.8 6.4 19.9 14.6 3.7 19.3 28.7
25183 8.9 1.3 9.9 11.4 19.7 2.8 24.5 22.1
25184 7.7 0.6 7.5 15.0 18.7 0.9 22.9 22.2
25185 8.5 1.9 8.5 10.8 15.1 2.9 19.7 18.8
25186 8.3 2.1 6.1 13.8 16.9 4.1 9.2 19.9
35175 7.4 0.8 10.8 13.3 15.3 1.7 21.3 22.9
35176 7.7 1.4 9.4 16.9 18.4 3.0 21.5 30.5
35177 7.3 1.5 7 's C	 'a t^ r .r	 n ^.	 e• n e n
35178 4.5 2.1 7.4 11.1 11.1 4.0 19.9 20.8
35179 7.9 1.7 .8.4. 8.3 14.7 2.7 15.8 16.7
35180 7.0 4.0 8.1 11.8 18.0 6.2 16.3 22.6
45169 8.7 1.6 12.9 13.1 17.0 3.4 24.6 20.1
35170 9.8 2.3 11.5 15.8 22.2 3.4 27.8 27.5
45171 8.9 1.6 9.8 11.7 17.2 3.1 19.3 19.4
45172. 9.2 2.0 9.8 14.2 18.0 4.3 24.4 25.9
45173 8.0 3.5 9.1 9.3 14.7 5.3 20.0 17.1
45174 9.0 3.0 8.8 16.5 16.9 5.0 .16.E 25.6
Average
	
:.7 2.0
	 9.1 14.0
Table 2.4 - Standard residual errors and maximum residuals, film defor-
mation for H.A.- photography (correction with 16 coeff. - Cor-
rection with either 12 or 8 coeff.)
.
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`	 Fig. 2.1- Lens distortion test data format
i for SKYLAB
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l	 I	 l
, i	 (5, 6, 10, 11, 14, 22); it could be cone: uded that the two polynomials given
by Equations 2.4 were the most frequently used to correct for the lens distortion
The difference between the various approaches consists -of the numbers of coef-
ficienis used. If or and At were assumed to be the corrections for the
coordinates due to lens distortion in radial and tangential diTecti.ons
'f	 respectively, then
dr = alr + a2r3 + a3r 5 + a4r7 + asrzsin 8 + asr2cos 8	 (2.4)
At b 2si 8 + b r cos 62d	 lr n	 2
where
a l , a2,-.a6, b l , b2 are the polynomials' coefficients
to be determined
r is the radial distance from the principal point, and can be
expressed as:
L1
l
where
x and y are the photo coordinates.
If
T = x2 + y2
The conventional method for the determination of the coeffi-
cients uses all distortion measurements over the whole format as one
entity and 'the least squares- techniques is used for the-solution. It
was thought by the author that eventually by dividing the format into various
zones, and by determining the coefficients for each zone separatdly, would
u	 produce more reliable values for the coefficients. Consequently, each
I'
	
	
SKYLAB photograph was divided into 8 zones as shown in Figure 2.1. The
coefficients for each zone were determined from the points on the straight
f	 lines surrounding the zone in question.
A computer program, LFNSCCFF, iaas written using a least
7
^ Y	9
1
t.
uu
u
L
[i
V
u
0
19
squares adjustment, to compute the polynomial coefficients. The data for
the three lenses Nos .4, 5 and 6 (mentioned as Stations 4, 5 and 6 in Tables
2.5 to 2.8) of the Multi-Spectral Photographic Camera (MPC) S-190A was
analysed. Table 2.5 shows the variance of unit weight (mo) 'as obtained
by the LENSCOEF program for both radial and tangential distortions using a
single zone only. Although mo is small, and indicates that the coefficients
will yield a sufficient accuracy, the coefficients were also determined for
the case of dividing the entire format into eight zones. Tables 2.6, 2.7
and 2.8 show the mo's for the eight zones, using six and four radial
and two tangential coefficients.
The H.A. photography was taken with a Wild RC-10 camera.
The calibration report (27) was prepared by the U.S. Geological Survey, and
was available'to the author. Twenty-four readings along four ;.adii, as
shown in Figure 2.2, were given for the radial distortion. The same pro-
cedure as for the SKYLAB photography was applied. All readings were used
as an entity, the format was divided into four separate zones (as shown in
Figure 2.2) and the polynomial coefficients were determined in both cases.
Tables 2.9 and 2.10 show the mo-values, as obtained from the LE1r'SCOEF
program, for various numbers of coefficients and dividing the format into
one and four zones, respectively.
Considering Tables 2.5 to 2.5, it can be concluded that:
l) SKYLAB photography: although the use of*a single zone covering the
entire format produced a satisfactory accuracy, the division of the
format into eight zones reduced mo by one magnitude, and by 50 per cent
when six and four radial coefficients were determined, respectively;
L	 -
for the tangential coefficients, mo was reduced by about two
magnitudes.
s
1{ij
20
_J
Numb. of dumb. of used Variance of unit weight
_ equations ,oefficient in P9 Rem::rks
E Station 4*
	
Station 5	 Station 6
48 6 0.4	 0.8	 0.1 Radial dis-
tc:rtion
4 0.7	 1.6	 0.7
3 0.6	 1.5	 0.7
2 0.6	 1.5	 0.7
1 0.6	 1.5	 0.8
2 0.20	 0.04	 0.6 Tangential
distortion
u
* Station No.: refers to the positions of the MPC lens.as shown in Fig. 1-1
t Table 2.5 - Variances of wait weights (SKYLAB photography and tangen-ci.al
lens distortion, various numbers of coefficients, use.of only
one zone for' the entire format) .
1	 i
1
F
LJ i
it
4
}
f
LI;
•II
1
'21
Y
Numb. of	 Dumb. of	 No. of
'
weightVariance of unit
equations
	
Coefficients	 zones in ua
Station 4*	 Staicion S Station 6
12	 6	 1 0.06 -0.14 0.03-
2 0.07 0.12 0.03
3 0.08 0.04 0..05
4 0.08 0.03 0.03
5 0.04 0.05 0.05	 t
6 0.05 0.05 0.03
7 0.06 0.02 o.o%
8 0.07 0.05 0.02	 i
Average
	
0.06	 0.06	 0.04
IE,	 -
* Station No.: refers to the positions of MPC lens as shown in Fig. 1-1
-
1
€	 Table 2.6 - Variances of unit weights (SKYLAB photography radial lens
distortion, six coefficients,
format. divided into eight zones).{
1 ^	 -
f
14
_
I
i
F	
^^7
i}
{
II
gI
L	
.
tzz.
i
r
^ Number of	 Number of No.of Variance of unit weight
i equations	 coefficients zones in*	 V2
' Station 4* - -- Station 5	 Station b
^^
12	 4 1 1.08 1.51 0.02
2 0.18 0.60 0.0
LI 3 0.07 0.29 0.30
4 0.32 0.58 0.14
5 0.89 1.85 0.05
5 0.07 0.35 0.07
7 0.08 0.31 0.3:3
S 8 0. 40 0.73 0. 05
Average	 _ 0.39 0.79 0.13
i
* Station No.: refers to the positions of the MPC le-.as as shown in Fig. 1-1
T	 aable Z.7 -Variances of unit tvea,gtits ^53.'YI.AB photo graphy xadial lens
distortion, four coefficients, format divided into
eight zones).
i
qi
1
L'
LI
L,
L
o.
.^	
3
_J_	 I
a
E
a
weighNumber of	 Number of	 No.of Variance of unit
equations	 coefficients	 zones in u2
Station 4* Station 5	 Station 6
12	 2	 1 0.001 0.004 0.002
2 0,002 0.002 0.001
3 0.005 0.004 0.001
4 0.004 0.008 0.007
5 0.001, 0.004 0.030
6 0.004 0.002 0.024
7 0.005 0.005 0.001
S 0.402 0.006 0.002
Average	 0.004	 0.004	 0.009
* Station No.: refers to the positions of the MPC lens as shown in
Fig. 1-1 j
Table 2.8 - Variances of unit weights (SKYLAB photography tangential lens 	 1
distortion, two coefficients; format divided into
eight zones) .	 }
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.
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\
9O©
Zone 4
&.
z	 L \;
^
. , 25
}
U Number o£ Variance of
-	 -a	 -ce - St wei ght in V2unit wei
nations 6 coeff. 
	
4 coe££.
	 3 coe££. 2 coe££.
	 l coe££.
. 24 '	 13.3	 ,	 14.5 14.0- 15.4
	 .	 .	 16,3	 .
^
Table 2.9 - Variance of unit weight
	
.*, radial
.	
.
leas distortion,
  v	 ,as
. numbers of 'coefficients, format with only one lone,
^
} ^ .. ]	 \
(
\ ^
•	 . -	 . ^
{ {	 ^^
-
{
' \	 \^
[
\	 ^ .
}	 ,^
 • 	 \
[ !	 ^`
( \ 
'
/^ •
.	 .
ip
}}3;
i
(
I
S
-
^ L1
I
I
s
1
1
Eli
Ij
t
L
Number of No. of Variance of-unit weight in u2
equations zone
6 coeff.	 4 coeff. 3 coeff.	 2 coeff.	 1 coeff.
12 1 1.1	 20.5 18.5	 18.3 19.0
2 2.5	 6.1 s.6	 7:2 9.1
3 3.2	 1o.2 9.7	 11.6 11.6
4 1.3	 25:1 25.2	 24.9 23.6
f Average 2.0	 16.3 14.8	 15.5 15.8
Table 2.10
-
-	 Variances of unit weights (H.A.-photography radial lens
distoxtion, various numbers of coefficients, format
' divided into four zones).
E
iE	 1
2) H.A. photc-grzphy: In case that our or less radial coefficients were
determines'•. a slight change in mo was observed, and when the format
•	 was covered by one and four zones, respectively; however, when iising
six coefficients mo became significantly smaller when dividing the
format into four zones.
7
E
	
	
By considering the above analysis, all SK'YLAB and H.A. photo-
graphs were corrected for lens distortion using six coefficients and by
dividing the format into eight and four zones, respectively . A computer
{	 program LDISCORR, was written to read the coordinates of a point, determine
its zone and apply the corrections by using the appropriate coefficients.
^l
j 11•-4-c	 Refraction
Wheii an optical'ray travels in space, i.t. crosses two different
re ions of the atmosphere: the'tro os hers
	
extending u words to about 30 kmg	 p	 P	 p	 ^	 g	 p
and the ionosphere,-ext-ending from about 30 to 400 km. 	 In photogrammetry, it
can be safely assumed that there is no refraction in the ionosphere region.
ff
forVleek (22) and Schut (18) investigated the refraction correction 	 photo-
grammetric measurements, considering various weather conditions,
= the earth curvature, the ground heights and the tilt of the camera. Based
on the above publications, the refraction correction Ar at any radial dis-
tance r for near vertical photographs taken in the troposphere region can be
given by:
}
+
AT = (f	 Aa l cos 2a) • tan a	 (2.5)
where
I	 ^_1 f	 is the focal l 	 th of the cameraeng
a	 is the angle between the optical ray and the nadir
direction	 at the exposure station
/r L
Aa is the angle between the theoretical straight ray pa•h
and the tangent to the actual ray path at the exposure
station and can be given by the following formula:
Oa = ( 2410 H	 2410 h	 . h) 10
-6
	(2, 6)
Hz - 6H 25C, h - 6h 250 H
where
H is the flight altitude above sea level in km
h is the ground elevation above sea level in km
Since the H.A. photographs'were taken at an altitude of about
20 km, the image coordinates of these photographs were corrected using this
formula.
For SKYLAB photography the refraction correction is not
significant as follows from the following derivation:
Assuming that Lsee Figure 2.3) :
Hl	 is the upper limit of'}he troposphere region being about 30 IM,
HS	 is the altitude of the.. SKYLAB.camera (435 km),
al, aS are the angles between the theoretical ray paths and the
nadir directions, for photographs taken at altitudes H1
and HS,respectively,
dal, AaS are the angles between the theoretical straight ray paths and
the tangents to the actual ray paths at the exposure station,
for photographs taken at heights Hl, and HS, respectively.
From Figure 2.3 follows:
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gf
I
1
. I ..
i
..	
_.	 ..
.
i
I
a
i
i
30
' RI X
L	 .^i
.	 _
sin sin dal
i-—RS -•
.	 x
sin
a
sin AaS
L•
t HT
1 COs CL I = RI
and
COS as=HS
from Equations 2.7 and 2.8 one obtains:
f
i
(2.8)
(z.9)
(2.10)
4 RL _ sin AaS
RS {2.11)sin Aal
+ and from Equations 2.9 and 2.10:
_ cos a	 Hg (2.12)
RI	 cos as	 H1
t
CSince AaS, Aaz.are very small angles, and since al and as will nqt exceed
i 1 1103 it fn] lows from Equations 2- 11 and 1.12
.
1.
LI
HS	 AaI
2.13(	 )
By using Equation 2.6, and assuming that:
=	 _H = HZ	 30 fit, HS - 435 km
h	 0.2 km.
f = 152.0 tam
J a - al - -as. - 300	
r`
One obtains:	 dal = 33.14	 10
L
. and from Equation 2.13:
AaS	 0.928 -	 10	 radians
' and from Equation 2.5:
f Ars = 0.15 u
I This amount is not significant, if one considers-the accuracy for the
•	 4
measurements of the photo coordinates is not better than.± 1 ji'.
•_.3
^^^
^	 1;,
No., of the Model'
in the strip
No. of
rol•1
No.of
points
cr
n
^.
m
a 
m
5 23 124 _3=x.6 -`'46.0 _159.3
24 128 32.65 46..1 1:0•.3
23, 124 34.5 46.1 157.6Above strips
combined 24 128 32.8 47.7 103.6
Standard deviations for a separate adjustment of each SKYLAR
roll and for an adjustment of both rolls combined,
P ..	 APPENDIX D.2-b
'J
^I
ii
ii
No. of the Model No. of No. of . o a 0
in the strip roll points xm m7 m2
1 23 84 ±28.1 =.42.2 -x'•.'.94.5
24 - 77 37.2 50.9 112.0
2 23, 118 32.5 45.3 180.5
24 115 31.5. 44.9 107.3
3 23 127 34.45 45.1 157.5
24 132 32.8 47.7 103.6
f	 E.-I
•1
- Standard deviations after adjustment of one, two ., and three
SKYLAR models.
i
c
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APPENDIX D.2-c
LJ
ll .
No. of the No. of models No.of ox	 6Y Cr
strip per strip points m	 m
l 6 29 =8.25 =13.3 T3. >l
2 6 37 9186 17.70 4.21
3 6 35 9.69 ' 14.41 F 7. E18
4 6 39 9.91 9.39 6.:>6
1 6 29 7.14 7.37 3.54
2 6 37 9.41 17.68 4.22
3 6 35 10.02 23.32 6.98
4 6 39 9.65 9.16 6.18
Standard deviations for a separate adjustment of each
7	 strip and for an adjustment of all four strips com-
bined -- H.A. photography.
_a
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APPENDIX D.2--d
RemarksTYPe of No. of a a o
' photography points m I Y m 
H.A. strip 1 29 7.14 7,37' 3,34
one I.A. strip and
S.K. roll 23 84 28.54 41.88 192.88 4
two SKYI.AB rally
S.K. roll, 24 77 32.07 39.72 112.01
(one model ear-h).
'H.A strip 1 29 7.14 7.37 3.34
two H.A. strips and
H.A. strip 2 38 9.72 17.46 4.15
S.K. roll 23
•
84 28.54 41.88 192..88
two SKYLAB x-oll i
(one model each) .
{{^.
S.K. roll 24 77 32.07 39.72 112.01
H.A. strap 1 29 7.14 7.37 3.34
LI
three H.A. strips and
H.A. strip 2 38 9.65• 17.48 4,17
two Si'`YLAB rolls #
Ti. IL.-. strip 3 34 9.52 14.20 7.06 ^	 1
(one model Bach)
S.K. roll. 23 84 28.54 41.88 192.88
- S.K. roll 24 77 32,07 39.72 112.01
H.A. strip 1 29 7.14 7.37 3.34
1
}
four H.A. straps and s
H.A. strip 2 38 9.67 17.50 4.17
J two SKYLAB r011s
Li H.A. strip 3 34 9.S7 14.19 7.08
(one model each) j
}
L1
H.A. strip 4 39 9.66 9.17 6.48 I
-^
S.K. roll 23 84 28.54 41.$8 192.35
}t
77 32.07 39,72 112.01 iL^ S.K. 24roll
-	 - Standard deviations for the adjustment o^ various nt.0bers_
of H.A. photography strips combined with both SKYLAB ^.
photography rally.
f.
v
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APPENDIX D.2-- e
Type of Number of No. of ox Cr os
photography control points points m m m
S.K. roll 22 12 57 38.00 44.79 :t670.75
S.K. roll. 2t (tase l) 50 35.31 40.93 232.45
S. K. roll 23 22 57 -24.90 40.05 151.28
S.K. roll 24 (Case- 2) 50 28.73 32.65 151.90
H.A. strip :. 26 18• 10.1 9.3 6.8
H.A. strip :'. 24 10.2 13.8 6.4
H.A. strip 3 20 10.6 18.0 11.4
H.A. strip 4 (Case 3) 23 11,9 10.7 8,7
H.A. strip 1 12 points S.K. 18 12.23 20.217 64.55
H.A. • strip 2 22 uoints H.A. 24 17.55 24.20 88.F9
H.A. strip 3 14 common points 20 13.80 19.07 58.02
•	 H.A. strip 4 23 14.29 15.49 70.89
S.K. roll 23 57 20.09 37.21 128.55
S.K. roll 24 (Case 4) 50 28.98 31.03 134.39
H.A. strip 1 12 points S.K. 13 12.54 22.81 61.99
H.A. strip 2 53 points H.A. 16 20.91 21.36 76.93
H.A. strip 3 14 common points 13 16.30 22.24 57.49
H.A. strip 4 13 16.51 17.85 95.01 .-
S.K. roll 23 57 20.13 37.15 127.37
S.K. roll 24 (Case 5) 50 29.08 30.90 132.87
Standard deviations for various numbers of control poi
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APPENDIX D. 3-a
Number of
models/strip
No. of
-roll
Number
of
Q
x
6
y
u Maximum residuals
Vx
V V points m m m
m m m
1 23 j	 84 -19.7 x-12.6 ±19.3 31.5 63.0 59.0
24 77 10.9 21.2 14.5 40.0 158.0 41.0
23 and 24 86 12.9 20.5 20.3 38.7 122.0 57.9
together
Standard deviations and absolute amounts of the maximum residuals.
Bundle adjustment; all points being used as observations.
APPENDIX D.3-b
Type of
photography
Numb. of
control
CYx
m
ay
m
a 
m
Max. residuals
V V Vpoints x y z
m m m
One model from	 22 x-28.3 ±30.7 ±203.5 71.5 60.0 339.0
Roll 23
One model from	 26 21.2 24.2 146.1 39.1 50.0 307.0
Roll 23 & Strip 1
of H.A. photogra-
phy
(C) photographs)
Standard deviations and absolute amounts of the maxi
residuals. Bundle adjustment; 26 and 22 points
respectively, being used as observations.
No. of
SKYLAB
photograph
No. of
roll
x
m
 
Yo
m
Zo
m
¢
.
w x Remarks
184 , -601.1.7.9 1052.1. 43599fi.0 000 00 1 001 ' 000 00 1 0011 -29 0 00 , 00" Orbit paramc-
xers
23 -59769.6 692.7 441011.2 00 17 29 00 09 05 -29 44 02 Roll 23 alone
24 -60485.0 1194.5 1441261.7 00 23 08 00 12 03 -29 27 42 Roll 24 alone
23 •59763,6 678.9 441606.7 00 17 26 00 08 59 -29 01 Rolls 23 and 24
24 60384.7 1218.7 441273.7 00 22 22 00 12 15 -29 27 42 together
185 2456.0 -36936.1 436132.7 00 00 00 00 00 00 -29 00 00 Orbit parameters
23 227.9 -36868.8 441261.0 00 06 05 00 06 51 -29 45 59 Roll 23 alone
24 2033.6 -36145.5 441404.0 00 02 10 00 07 34 -29 28 30 Roll 24 alone
23 320.7 -37011.5 441231.5 00 05 22 00 07 59 -29 46 04 Rolls 23 and 24
24 1704.9 -36067.8 441439.3 00 05 01 00 01 33 -29 28 29 together
Camera station coordinates and rotation angles obtained from the orbital parameters 	 ztabulation and after least squaresadjustment.
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APPENDIX E.1
COMPARATIVE RATINGS OF IMAGE QUALITY FOR SPECIFIC FEATURES
(I R BEST, 10 = NOT VISIBLE) ON SKY:
	 SI90
i	 SIMULTANEOUS PHOTOGRAPHY IN 6 SPECTRAL BANDS
TORONTO AREA	 1	 ?	 3	 4	 3	 6
S190A Image 016	 B&W IR	 B&W ItZCOLc7UR IR
	 COLaHR	 B&',^ ?an	 BuE^ Pax Orbit	 29,	 09/09/73	 0.7 --0.8	 0.8-0.9
	 0.5-0.88	 0.4-0.7
	 0.6-0.7	 X3.5-0.F3,^
jUm	 PM	 Pm	 Um	 4m
Granularity	 3	 3	 2	 1	 1	 1
Mal.ton Airport	 8	 9	 4	 2	 1	 2Yonge Straet
	 6	 6	 7	 1	 1	 2
405. Hwy.
	 10	 10	 4	 1	 1	 Z
Suburban Roads	 10	 10	 10	 8	 6	 8	 {
Lake ScugG-/Xarsh
	
1	 1	 2	 5	 4	 5
Rivers	 1	 2	 4	 5	 5	 5	 S
Piers into Lake	 9	 8	 4	 2	 1	 2
Race Track
	
10	 10	 5	 2	 1	 2
2. BAY OF FUNDY
S 1.90A Image 316
Orbit 52, .21/09/73
Granularity	 3	 3	 3	 1	 1	 1	 i
Airport 1	 9	 8	 7	 2	 1	 3
Airport 2	 10	 10	 5	 3	 1	 3E	 I	 New Highway	 10	 9	 5	 1	 1	 2
t	 Secondary Roads	 10	 10	 5	 2	 1	 3Shoreline Detail	 5	 6	 3	 2	 1	 4
Minor Drainage	 3	 2	 10	 9	 10	 10	 i
Lakes	 1	 1	 6	 3	 5	 4
t
t	 ^^	 3.	 SOUTHERN MANITOBA
5 1-90A Image 214
	 3
Orbit 50,	 C y /19/73	 10
j:'	 G- nvlar ty	 3	 3	 2.	 1	 1	 1
Sma L 1 To -7n	 10	 10	 8	 2	 Z	 z
-5erv0i.r	 1	 ._
	
3	 4	 4	 5
i'	 7? 
,^ 5	 7	 5	 ?
^'	 I. !3a r 	 D: aivage	 i	 1 1 0 	 8e	 5	 T 0*-;,Orr	 8	 8	 5	 2	 _	 ?
_i	
'	 U	 r
_^^	 tic:, rG :	 13 ,	 3.38	 119	 ^::	 5a	 titF_
ORIGINAL PAM. IS
OF POOR QUALITY
t	
i,	
t
}
APPENDIX E.2
EXAMPLE PAPER PRINTS OF ENLARGED
SKYLAB PHOTOGRAPHY
USED IN THE QUALITATIVE EVALUATION
OF
INVESTIGATION IV
i
5190?. P:Lti-`.: A.:.RIAI, BLACK =^,q jT-IITE
(4X enlargements from 2nd generation 70--:La negatives)
Fig. 1.	 0.6 to Mum band - Best redition of cultural detail.
Note: Example slightly blurred by lettering overlay.
F i3.	 '-1 .	 0.3 to 0.6um band. 	 I
3i
Flg, 3.	 S190A Aerl  i Colour (4X enlarge-mert fro: 2nd generation colour
positives) 0.	 `n !i.I':"l band.
iI
Fig. 4.I
Slil^:t Acrachrome 1 IR `-' i _i v^2ilzi:^ i^C	 ^L^ ^:1=1"d^10: C010L1C
Fositives) p .5 to 0.38um nand.
OFIGMAL PAGE IS
OF POOR QUALI"
1Fig. 5. S190A IR Aerographic (4X enlargement from 2nd generation
70mm negatives) 0.8 to 0.9,-,m band	 0.7	 0.8?IjM band.
V.	
.	
7	 ^AVMR:,
I	 I 
-C
Al
:;Iq
-RO
'1	
.i	 Grp('.	 1	 ^^	 .
Fi ., . 6.	 S190B Panchromatic Black and White :with W12 filter. (i.
standard survey combination) 4X eniargeme-t fro-, 2nd
generation. 5" negative - 18" focal length.
A
PAGE B
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APPENDIX F.1
EXAMPLE OVERLAYS PRODUCED FROM
SKYLAB PHOTOGRAPHY
FOR MAP aEVISION POTENTIAL IN A
RURAL RECREATIONAL AREA
AT SCALES OF 1:50,000 and 1:250,000
INVESTIGATION V
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APPENDIX F.2
EXAMPLE OVERLAYS PRODUCED FROM
SKYLAB PHOTOGRAPHY
FOR MAP REVISION POTENTIAL IN
URBAN AREAS
AT SCALES OF I:50,000 AND 1:250,000
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APPENDIX F.3
EXAMPLE ENLARGED PAPER PRINTS OF
SKYLAB PHOTOGRAPHY
USED IN THE MAP REVISION POTENTIAL
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